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1. Identity Information
Is this an electronic copy of an official filing submitted in paper format? No
Report date: October 31, 2011
CIK Number of Registrant: 0001022695
EDGAR Series Identifier: S000007180
Total number of share classes in the series: 1
Do you anticipate this will be the fund's final filing on Form N-MFP? No
If this is not a final filing, has the fund acquired or merged with another fund since the last filing? No

Part 1: Information about the Fund
A. Series-Level Information

Item 2. Investment Adviser
Investment Adviser
SEC file number of investment adviser
FIDELITY INVESTMENTS MONEY MANAGEMENT, INC. 801-34590
Item 3. Sub-Adviser. If a fund has one or more sub-advisers, disclose the name of each sub-adviser
Sub Advisor
SEC File Number
FIDELITY MANAGEMENT & RESEARCH (U.K.), INC.
801-28773
FIDELITY MANAGEMENT & RESEARCH (HONG KONG) LIMITED 801-69507
FIDELITY MANAGEMENT & RESEARCH (JAPAN) INC
801-69571
Item 4. Independent Public Accountant
Name
City, State
PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS LLP Boston, MA
Item 5. Administrator. If a fund has one or more administrators, disclose the name of each administrator
Administrator
None
Item 6. Transfer Agent
Transfer Agent
CIK number SEC file number of transfer agent
FIDELITY INVESTMENTS INSTIT. OPERATIONS CO. 0000862124 084-01839
Item 7. Master-Feeder Funds. Is this a feeder fund? No
Item 8. Master-Feeder Funds. Is this a master fund? No
Item 9. Is this series primarily used to fund insurance company separate accounts? No
Item 10. Category. Indicate the category that most closely identifies the money market fund: Other Tax Exempt Fund
Item 11. Dollar weighted average portfolio maturity: 3 days
Item 12. Dollar weighted average life maturity. Calculate the dollar weighted average portfolio maturity without reference to
the exceptions in rule 2a-7(d) regarding interest rate readjustments: 3 days
Item 13. Total value of portfolio securities at amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,402,893,325.00
Item 14. Total value of other assets, to the nearest cent: $10,360,898.22
Item 15. Total value of liabilities, to the nearest cent: $1,579,500.89
Item 16. Net assets of the series, to the nearest cent: $5,411,674,722.33
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Item 17. 7-day gross yield: 0.15%
Item 18. Shadow Price of the Series. Net asset value per share most recent calculated using available market quotations
(or an appropriate substitute that reflects current market conditions), to the nearest hundredth of a cent:
Net Asset Value per Share Date Calculated
Including capital support agreement $1.0001
2011-10-31
Excluding capital support agreement $1.0001
2011-10-31

B. Class-Level Information.

Item 19. EDGAR Class Identifier: C000019655
Item 20. Minimum Initial Investment: $1.00
Item 21. Item 21. Net assets of the Class, to the nearest cent: $5,411,674,722.33
Item 22. Item 22. Net asset value per share for purposes of distributions, redemptions, and repurchase, to the nearest cent:
$1.00
Item 23. Net shareholder flow activity for the month ended: -$46,968,000.00
Gross subscriptions for the month ended(including dividend reinvestments): $617,063,000.00
Gross redemptions for the month ended:
$664,031,000.00
Item 24. 7-day net yield: 0.14%
Item 25. Shadow Price of Each Class. Net asset value per share most recent calculated using available market quotations
(or an appropriate substitute that reflects current market conditions)
Net Asset Value per Share Date Calculated
Including the value of any capital support agreement: $1.0001
2011-10-31
Excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1.0001
2011-10-31

Part 2 - Schedule of Portfolio Securities
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Auburn Univ. Gen. Fee Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Auburn Univ. Gen. Fee Rev., 0.14% Participating VRDN Series
WF 11 53 C, (Liquidity Facility Wells Fargo Bank NA)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 94985NU25
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
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WELLS FARGO BK
NATL ASSN

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $7,030,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $7,030,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.13%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $7,030,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $7,030,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Columbia Indl. Dev. Board Poll. Cont. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Columbia Indl. Dev. Board Poll. Cont. Rev., 0.11% (Alabama Pwr.
Co. Proj.) Series 1995 B VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 197210AL1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
ALABAMA
N/A
N/A
POWER CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.06%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
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Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Columbia Indl. Dev. Board Poll. Cont. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Columbia Indl. Dev. Board Poll. Cont. Rev., 0.25% (Alabama Pwr.
Co. Proj.) Series 1995 C VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 197210AM9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
ALABAMA
N/A
N/A
POWER CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $13,500,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $13,500,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.25%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $13,500,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $13,500,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Daphne-Villa Mercy Spl. Care Facilities Fing. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Daphne-Villa Mercy Spl. Care Facilities Fing. Auth. Rev., 0.14%
(Mercy Med. Hosp. Proj.) LOC Wells Fargo Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 237032AP2
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Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
N/A
ASSN

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $10,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $10,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.18%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $10,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $10,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Mobile Indl. Dev. Board Exempt Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Mobile Indl. Dev. Board Exempt Facilities Rev., 0.13% Series
1997, (Kimberly-Clark Corp. Guaranteed) VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 607163AA0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
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Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
KIMBERLY-CLARK
N/A
N/A
CORP
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
KIMBERLY-CLARK CORP N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.06%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Mobile Indl. Dev. Board Poll. Cont. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Mobile Indl. Dev. Board Poll. Cont. Rev., 0.15% (Alabama Pwr.
Co. Barry Plant Proj.) Series 2009 VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 607167DY6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
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Demand Feature
issuer
ALABAMA
POWER CO

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
of the Demand Feature

Credit rating of the Demand
Feature issuer

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $12,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $12,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.22%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $12,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $12,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Mobile Indl. Dev. Board Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Mobile Indl. Dev. Board Rev., 0.17% (Alabama Pwr. Theodore
Plant Proj.) Series A VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 607166AA3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
ALABAMA
N/A
N/A
POWER CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $10,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $10,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.18%
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Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $10,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $10,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Pell City Spl. Care Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Pell City Spl. Care Facilities Rev., 0.14% (Noland Health Svcs.,
Inc. Proj.) Series 2009 A, LOC U.S. Bank NA, Minnesota VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 705888AZ8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
US BANK NA
N/A
N/A
CINCINNATI OHIO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
US BANK NA CINCINNATI
N/A
OHIO

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.02%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,000,000.00
Security
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Item 26. The name of the issuer: Walker County Econ. & Indl. Dev. Auth. Solid Waste Disp. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Walker County Econ. & Indl. Dev. Auth. Solid Waste Disp. Rev.,
0.17% (Alabama Pwr. Co. Plant Gorgas Proj.) Series 2007 VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 931542AA2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
ALABAMA
N/A
N/A
POWER CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $19,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $19,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.35%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $19,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $19,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: West Jefferson Indl. Dev. Board Solid Waste Disp. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): West Jefferson Indl. Dev. Board Solid Waste Disp. Rev., 0.17%
(Alabama Pwr. Co. Miller Plant Proj.) Series 2008 VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 95345PAB4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
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Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
ALABAMA
N/A
N/A
POWER CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $95,900,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $95,900,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 1.77%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $95,900,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $95,900,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Wilsonville Indl. Dev. Board Poll. Cont. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Wilsonville Indl. Dev. Board Poll. Cont. Rev., 0.17% (Alabama
Pwr. Co. Gaston Plant Proj.) Series 2008 VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 97247RAB5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
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ALABAMA
POWER CO

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $24,890,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $24,890,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.46%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $24,890,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $24,890,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Valdez Marine Term. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Valdez Marine Term. Rev., 0.18% (ConocoPhillips Proj.) Series
1994 B, (ConocoPhillips Guaranteed) VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 919061EV9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CONOCOPHILLIPS
N/A
N/A
INC
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
CONOCOPHILLIPS INC N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.04%
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Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Valdez Marine Term. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Valdez Marine Term. Rev., 0.19% (ConocoPhillips Proj.) Series
1994 C, (ConocoPhillips Guaranteed) VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 919061EU1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CONOCOPHILLIPS
N/A
N/A
INC
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
CONOCOPHILLIPS INC N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.09%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Coconino County Poll. Cont. Corp. Rev.
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Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Coconino County Poll. Cont. Corp. Rev., 0.16% (Arizona Pub.
Svc. Co. Navajo Proj.) Series 2009 B, LOC JPMorgan Chase Bank VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 191855AY1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
N/A
NA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $8,110,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $8,110,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.15%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $8,110,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $8,110,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Maricopa County Indl. Dev. Auth. Multi-family Hsg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Maricopa County Indl. Dev. Auth. Multi-family Hsg. Rev., 0.15%
(San Martin Apts. Proj.) Series A1, LOC Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 566823RX0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
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Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor

Credit rating of the Guarantor

FANNIE MAE N/A

N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,300,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,300,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.02%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,300,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,300,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Maricopa County Indl. Dev. Auth. Multi-family Hsg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Maricopa County Indl. Dev. Auth. Multi-family Hsg. Rev., 0.18%
(Glenn Oaks Apts. Proj.) Series 2001, LOC Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 566823QV5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
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Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
FANNIE MAE N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,200,325.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,200,325.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.08%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,200,325.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,200,325.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Mesa Util. Sys. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Mesa Util. Sys. Rev., 0.14% Participating VRDN Series ROC II R
11959X, (Liquidity Facility Citibank NA)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 590545SR1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK NA
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,750,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,750,000.00
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Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.05%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,750,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,750,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Phoenix Civic Impt. Corp. Wtr. Sys. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Phoenix Civic Impt. Corp. Wtr. Sys. Rev., 0.14% Participating
VRDN Series ROC II R 12311, (Liquidity Facility Citibank NA)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 71883RLG6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK NA
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,900,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,900,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.04%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,900,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,900,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Tempe Indl. Dev. Auth. Rev.
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Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Tempe Indl. Dev. Auth. Rev., 0.35% (ASUF Brickyard Proj.) Series
2004 A, LOC Bank of America NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 87972MAB8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF
N/A
N/A
AMERICA NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
BANK OF AMERICA NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.02%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Arkansas Dev. Fin. Auth. Multi-family Hsg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Arkansas Dev. Fin. Auth. Multi-family Hsg. Rev., 0.19% (Kiehl
Partners LP Proj.) Series 2004 A, LOC Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 041080JC7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
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Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
FANNIE MAE N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $980,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $980,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.02%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $980,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $980,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Osceola Solid Waste Disp. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Osceola Solid Waste Disp. Rev., 0.14% (Plum Point Energy
Associates, LLC Proj.) LOC Royal Bank of Scotland PLC VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 688008AA9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
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Demand Feature
issuer
ROYAL BANK OF
SCOTLAND PLC

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
provider of the Demand Feature

Credit rating of the Demand
Feature issuer

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
ROYAL BANK OF SCOTLAND
N/A
PLC

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.09%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Affordable Hsg. Agcy. Multi-family Hsg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Affordable Hsg. Agcy. Multi-family Hsg. Rev., 0.13% (Westridge at
Hilltop Apts.) Series 2003 A, LOC Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 00827NBF6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
FANNIE MAE N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A
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Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,395,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,395,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.08%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,395,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,395,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Bay Area Toll Auth. San Francisco Bay Toll Bridge Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Bay Area Toll Auth. San Francisco Bay Toll Bridge Rev., 0.14%
Participating VRDN Series II R 11901, (Liquidity Facility Citibank NA)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 072024QW5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK NA
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,035,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,035,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.04%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,035,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,035,000.00
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Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Belmont-Redwood Shores Sdhs
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Belmont-Redwood Shores Sdhs, 0.13% Participating VRDN
Series WF 11 10, (Liquidity Facility Wells Fargo Bank NA)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 94985N6D8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $10,360,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $10,360,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.19%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $10,360,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $10,360,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: California Edl. Facilities Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): California Edl. Facilities Auth. Rev., 0.13% Participating VRDN
Series BBT 2014, (Liquidity Facility Branch Banking & Trust Co.)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 07330CBV0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
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Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BRANCH BANKING AND
N/A
N/A
TRUST CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,940,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,940,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.04%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,940,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,940,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: California Gen. Oblig.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): California Gen. Oblig., 0.10% Series 2004 A4, LOC Citibank NA,
LOC California Teachers Retirement Sys. VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 13063A5Y6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
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Demand Feature issuer

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
provider of the Demand Feature

Credit rating of the Demand
Feature issuer

CALIFORNIA TEACHERS
RET SYSTEM

N/A

N/A

CITIBANK NA

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $27,150,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $27,150,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.50%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $27,150,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $27,150,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: California Gen. Oblig.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): California Gen. Oblig., 0.10% Series 2003 A2, LOC Bank of
Montreal VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 13063BCF7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature issuer
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF MONTREAL
N/A
N/A
CHICAG BRH IL
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
BANK OF MONTREAL CHICAG
N/A
BRH IL

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
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Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,550,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,550,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.12%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,550,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,550,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: California Gen. Oblig.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): California Gen. Oblig., 0.10% Series 2004 A2, LOC State Street
Bank & Trust Co., Boston, LOC California Teachers Retirement Sys. VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 13063A5W0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature issuer
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CALIFORNIA TEACHERS
N/A
N/A
RET SYSTEM
STATE ST BK & TR CO
BOSTON

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $14,475,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $14,475,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.27%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $14,475,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $14,475,000.00
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Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: California Gen. Oblig.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): California Gen. Oblig., 0.10% Series 2004 B2, LOC Citibank NA
VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 13063A6G4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK NA
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
CITIBANK NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $8,755,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $8,755,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.16%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $8,755,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $8,755,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: California Gen. Oblig.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): California Gen. Oblig., 0.11% Series 2004 A1, LOC Citibank NA,
LOC California Teachers Retirement Sys. VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 13063A5V2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
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Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature issuer
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK NA
N/A
N/A
CALIFORNIA TEACHERS
RET SYSTEM

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $37,150,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $37,150,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.69%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $37,150,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $37,150,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: California Health Facilities Fing. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): California Health Facilities Fing. Auth. Rev., 0.10% (St. Joseph
Health Sys. Proj.) Series 2011 B, LOC U.S. Bank NA, Minnesota VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 13033LPC5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
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Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
US BANK NA
N/A
CINCINNATI OHIO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
US BANK NA CINCINNATI
N/A
OHIO

Credit rating of the Demand
Feature issuer
N/A

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $15,200,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $15,200,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.28%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $15,200,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $15,200,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: California Health Facilities Fing. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): California Health Facilities Fing. Auth. Rev., 0.11% (Adventist
Health Sys. West Proj.) Series 2009 B, LOC U.S. Bank NA, Minnesota VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 13033LBC0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
US BANK NA
N/A
N/A
CINCINNATI OHIO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
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Credit rating of the
Guarantor

US BANK NA CINCINNATI
OHIO

N/A

N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,900,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,900,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.07%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,900,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,900,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: California Health Facilities Fing. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): California Health Facilities Fing. Auth. Rev., 0.25% (Childrens
Hosp. Los Angeles Proj.) Series 2010 B, LOC Bank of America NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 13033LHC4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF
N/A
N/A
AMERICA NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
BANK OF AMERICA NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.04%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
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Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: California Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): California Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Rev., 0.11% (Multifamily Hsg. Prog.)
Series 2002 C, (Liquidity Facility Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates) (Liquidity
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 13033KC49
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FREDDIE MAC
N/A
N/A
FANNIE MAE

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,610,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,610,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.10%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,610,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,610,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: California Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): California Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Rev., 0.12% (Home Mtg. Prog.) Series
2003 M, (Liquidity Facility Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates) (Liquidity Facilit
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 13033KP86
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Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FREDDIE MAC
N/A
N/A
FANNIE MAE

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,890,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,890,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.09%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,890,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,890,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: California Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): California Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Rev., 0.12% (Home Mtg. Prog.) Series
2003 H, (Liquidity Facility Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates) (Liquidity Facilit
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 13034PQF7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
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Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FREDDIE MAC
N/A
N/A
FANNIE MAE

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $9,475,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $9,475,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.18%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $9,475,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $9,475,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: California Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): California Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Rev., 0.13% (Home Mtg. Prog.) Series
2008 F, (Liquidity Facility Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates) (Liquidity Facilit
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 13034PHQ3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
FREDDIE MAC

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
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Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $14,260,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $14,260,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.26%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $14,260,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $14,260,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: California Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): California Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Rev., 0.13% (Home Mtg. Prog.) Series
2007 H, (Liquidity Facility Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates) (Liquidity Facilit
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 13034PER4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
FREDDIE MAC

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,400,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,400,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.08%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,400,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,400,000.00
Security
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Item 26. The name of the issuer: California Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): California Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Rev., 0.13% (Home Mtg. Prog.) Series
2007 K, (Liquidity Facility Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates) (Liquidity Facilit
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 13034PFA0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
FREDDIE MAC

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $11,320,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $11,320,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.21%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $11,320,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $11,320,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: California Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): California Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Rev., 0.13% (Multifamily Hsg. Prog.)
Series 2007 H, (Liquidity Facility Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates) (Liquidity
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 13034PEQ6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
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Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
FREDDIE MAC

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,400,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,400,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.12%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,400,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,400,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: California Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): California Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Rev., 0.13% (Home Mtg. Prog.) Series
2006 C, (Liquidity Facility Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates) (Liquidity Facilit
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 13033K4R7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
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Demand Feature
issuer
FREDDIE MAC

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
of the Demand Feature
N/A

Credit rating of the Demand
Feature issuer
N/A

FANNIE MAE

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $73,900,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $73,900,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 1.37%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $73,900,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $73,900,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: California Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): California Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Rev., 0.13% (Home Mtg. Prog.) Series
2008 D, (Liquidity Facility Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates) (Liquidity Facilit
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 13034PHM2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
FREDDIE MAC

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,900,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,900,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.07%
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Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,900,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,900,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: California Infrastructure & Econ. Dev. Bank Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): California Infrastructure & Econ. Dev. Bank Rev., 0.10% (Pacific
Gas and Elec. Co. Proj.) Series 2009 C, LOC Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corp. VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 13033W3G6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
SUMITOMO MITSUI
N/A
N/A
BKG CORP
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
SUMITOMO MITSUI BKG
N/A
CORP

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $58,510,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $58,510,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 1.08%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $58,510,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $58,510,000.00
Security
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Item 26. The name of the issuer: California Infrastructure & Econ. Dev. Bank Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): California Infrastructure & Econ. Dev. Bank Rev., 0.10% (Pacific
Gas and Elec. Co. Proj.) Series 2009 A, LOC Mizuho Corporate Bank Ltd. VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 13033W3H4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
MIZUHO CORPORATE
N/A
N/A
BANK LTD
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
MIZUHO CORPORATE BANK
N/A
LTD

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $36,190,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $36,190,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.67%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $36,190,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $36,190,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: California Infrastructure & Econ. Dev. Bank Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): California Infrastructure & Econ. Dev. Bank Rev., 0.10% (Los
Angeles County Museum of Natural History Foundation Proj.) Series 2008 A, LOC Wells Fargo
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 13033W6H1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
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Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
ASSN

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor

Credit rating of the
Guarantor

N/A

N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $30,595,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $30,595,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.57%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $30,595,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $30,595,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: California Infrastructure & Econ. Dev. Bank Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): California Infrastructure & Econ. Dev. Bank Rev., 0.10% (Pacific
Gas and Elec. Co. Proj.) Series 2009 B, LOC Mizuho Corporate Bank Ltd. VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 13033W3J0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
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Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
MIZUHO CORPORATE
N/A
N/A
BANK LTD
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
MIZUHO CORPORATE BANK
N/A
LTD

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $28,530,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $28,530,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.53%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $28,530,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $28,530,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: California Infrastructure & Econ. Dev. Bank Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): California Infrastructure & Econ. Dev. Bank Rev., 0.20% (RAND
Corp. Proj.) Series 2008 B, LOC Bank of America NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 13033WK69
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
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BANK OF
AMERICA NA

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
BANK OF AMERICA NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,200,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,200,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.08%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,200,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,200,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: California Poll. Cont. Fing. Auth. Ctfs. of Prtn.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): California Poll. Cont. Fing. Auth. Ctfs. of Prtn., 0.16% (Pacific Gas
& Elec. Co. Proj.) Series 1997 B, LOC JPMorgan Chase Bank VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 130534XL9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
N/A
NA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $20,400,000.00
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Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $20,400,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.38%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $20,400,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $20,400,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: California Poll. Cont. Fing. Auth. Envir. Impt. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): California Poll. Cont. Fing. Auth. Envir. Impt. Rev., 0.13% (Air
Products & Chemicals Proj.) Series 2008 B VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 13053RAM1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
AIR PRODUCTS &
N/A
N/A
CHEMICALS INC
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $18,600,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $18,600,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.34%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $18,600,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $18,600,000.00
Security
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Item 26. The name of the issuer: California Statewide Cmntys. Dev. Auth. Gas Supply Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): California Statewide Cmntys. Dev. Auth. Gas Supply Rev., 0.13%
Series 2010, (Liquidity Facility Royal Bank of Canada) VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 13080PAA8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
ROYAL BANK OF
N/A
N/A
CANADA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $7,200,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $7,200,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.13%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $7,200,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $7,200,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: California Statewide Cmntys. Dev. Auth. Multi-family Hsg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): California Statewide Cmntys. Dev. Auth. Multi-family Hsg. Rev.,
0.14% (Northwest Gateway Apts. Proj.) Series 2004 C, LOC Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru cer
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 13077V5J7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
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Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
FANNIE MAE N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $7,045,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $7,045,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.13%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $7,045,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $7,045,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: California Statewide Cmntys. Dev. Auth. Multi-family Hsg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): California Statewide Cmntys. Dev. Auth. Multi-family Hsg. Rev.,
0.15% (The Crossings at Elk Grove Apts.) Series H, LOC Citibank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 13077V7H9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
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CITIBANK NA

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
CITIBANK NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $7,750,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $7,750,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.14%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $7,750,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $7,750,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: California Statewide Cmntys. Dev. Auth. Multi-family Hsg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): California Statewide Cmntys. Dev. Auth. Multi-family Hsg. Rev.,
0.16% (Irvine Apt. Cmntys. LP Proj.) Series 2001 W2, LOC Wells Fargo Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 13077VD66
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
N/A
ASSN

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $31,538,000.00
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Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $31,538,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.58%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $31,538,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $31,538,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: California Statewide Cmntys. Dev. Auth. Multi-family Hsg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): California Statewide Cmntys. Dev. Auth. Multi-family Hsg. Rev.,
0.16% (Irvine Apt. Cmntys. LP Proj.) Series 2001 W1, LOC Wells Fargo Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 13077VD58
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
N/A
ASSN

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $18,300,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $18,300,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.34%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $18,300,000.00
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Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $18,300,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: California Statewide Cmntys. Dev. Auth. Multi-family Hsg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): California Statewide Cmntys. Dev. Auth. Multi-family Hsg. Rev.,
0.16% (Irvine Apt. Cmntys. LP Proj.) Series 2001 W3, LOC Wells Fargo Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 13077VD74
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
N/A
ASSN

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $18,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $18,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.33%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $18,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $18,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: California Statewide Cmntys. Dev. Auth. Multi-family Hsg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): California Statewide Cmntys. Dev. Auth. Multi-family Hsg. Rev.,
0.18% (Coventry Place Apts. Proj.) Series 2002 JJ, LOC Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certi
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Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 13077VX31
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
FANNIE MAE N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,165,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,165,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.10%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,165,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,165,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: California Statewide Cmntys. Dev. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): California Statewide Cmntys. Dev. Auth. Rev., 0.09% (Los
Angeles County Museum of Art Proj.) Series 2008 A, LOC Union Bank of California VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 1307953Q8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
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Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
UNION BANK OF
N/A
N/A
CALIFORNIA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
UNION BANK OF
N/A
CALIFORNIA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,700,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,700,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.12%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,700,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,700,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Fremont Gen. Oblig. Ctfs. of Prtn.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Fremont Gen. Oblig. Ctfs. of Prtn., 0.12% (2008 Fing. Proj.) LOC
U.S. Bank NA, Minnesota VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 357122KV1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
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Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
US BANK NA
N/A
CINCINNATI OHIO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
US BANK NA CINCINNATI
N/A
OHIO

Credit rating of the Demand
Feature issuer
N/A

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,700,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,700,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.12%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,700,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,700,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Los Angeles Cmnty. Redev. Agcy. Multi-family Hsg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Los Angeles Cmnty. Redev. Agcy. Multi-family Hsg. Rev., 0.13%
(Hollywood & Vine Apts. Proj.) Series A, LOC Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 544393CH2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
FANNIE MAE N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A
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Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $10,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $10,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.18%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $10,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $10,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Los Angeles Gen. Oblig.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Los Angeles Gen. Oblig., 0.15% Participating VRDN Series
Putters 3931, (Liquidity Facility JPMorgan Chase & Co.)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 46633V4F3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN
N/A
N/A
CHASE & CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $25,700,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $25,700,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.47%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $25,700,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $25,700,000.00
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Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Los Angeles Gen. Oblig.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Los Angeles Gen. Oblig., 0.15% Participating VRDN Series
Putters 3930, (Liquidity Facility JPMorgan Chase & Co.)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 46633V4D8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN
N/A
N/A
CHASE & CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $29,995,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $29,995,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.55%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $29,995,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $29,995,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Los Angeles Multi-family Hsg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Los Angeles Multi-family Hsg. Rev., 0.14% (Colonia Corona Apts.
Proj.) Series 2004 D, LOC Citibank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 544582UY3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
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Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK NA
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
CITIBANK NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,700,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,700,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.05%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,700,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,700,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Menlo Park Cmnty. Dev. Agcy. Tax
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Menlo Park Cmnty. Dev. Agcy. Tax, 0.12% (Las Pulgas Cmnty.
Dev. Proj.) Series 2006, LOC State Street Bank & Trust Co., Boston VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 586848DW0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
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Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
STATE ST BK & TR CO
N/A
BOSTON
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
STATE ST BK & TR CO
N/A
BOSTON

Credit rating of the Demand
Feature issuer
N/A

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $23,900,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $23,900,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.44%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $23,900,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $23,900,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Milpitas Multiple-family Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Milpitas Multiple-family Rev., 0.14% (Crossing at Montague Proj.)
Series A, LOC Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 601641AA1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
FANNIE MAE N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A
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Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $16,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $16,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.30%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $16,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $16,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Orange County Irvine Coast Assessment District #88 1
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Orange County Irvine Coast Assessment District #88 1, 0.36%
LOC KBC Bank NV, LOC Kredietbank NV VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 684265AV3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
KBC BANK NV
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
KBC BANK NV N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,565,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,565,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.07%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,565,000.00
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Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,565,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Sacramento County Sanitation District Fing. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Sacramento County Sanitation District Fing. Auth. Rev., 0.20%
(Sacramento Reg'l. County Sanitation District Proj.) Series 2008 B, LOC Morgan Stanley B
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 786134QJ8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature issuer
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
MORGAN STANLEY BK
N/A
N/A
NA SALT LAKE
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
MORGAN STANLEY BK NA SALT
N/A
LAKE

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $15,600,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $15,600,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.29%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $15,600,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $15,600,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Sacramento Hsg. Auth. Multi-family
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Sacramento Hsg. Auth. Multi-family, 0.15% (Phoenix Park II Apts.
Proj.) LOC Citibank NA VRDN
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Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 78587NAU0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK NA
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
CITIBANK NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $8,484,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $8,484,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.16%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $8,484,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $8,484,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: San Diego Cmnty. College District
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): San Diego Cmnty. College District, 0.13% Participating VRDN
Series WF11 87C, (Liquidity Facility Wells Fargo Bank NA)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 94985N4B4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
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Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $10,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $10,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.18%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $10,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $10,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: San Francisco City & County Redev. Agcy. Multi-family Hsg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): San Francisco City & County Redev. Agcy. Multi-family Hsg. Rev.,
0.14% (Antonia Manor Apts. Proj.) Series 2000 E, LOC Citibank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 79765TBK0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK NA
N/A
N/A
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Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
CITIBANK NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,050,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,050,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.04%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,050,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,050,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: San Jose Multi-family Hsg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): San Jose Multi-family Hsg. Rev., 0.13% (Siena at Renaissance
Square Proj.) Series 1996 A, LOC Key Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 798165BH8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FREDDIE MAC
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
FREDDIE MAC N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.11%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
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Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: San Pablo Redev. Agcy.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): San Pablo Redev. Agcy., 0.12% LOC Union Bank of California
VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 799146DJ1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
UNION BANK OF
N/A
N/A
CALIFORNIA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
UNION BANK OF
N/A
CALIFORNIA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,450,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,450,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.08%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,450,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,450,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Santa Cruz Redev. Agcy. Multi-family Rev.
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Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Santa Cruz Redev. Agcy. Multi-family Rev., 0.13% (Shaffer Road
Apts. Proj.) Series A, LOC Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 80176PAA2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
FANNIE MAE N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,925,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,925,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.09%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,925,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,925,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Colorado Hsg. & Fin. Auth.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Colorado Hsg. & Fin. Auth., 0.13% Series 2002 B3, (Liquidity
Facility Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates) (Liquidity Facility Freddie Mac) VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 196479SM2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
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Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
FREDDIE MAC

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,900,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,900,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.07%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,900,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,900,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Colorado Hsg. & Fin. Auth.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Colorado Hsg. & Fin. Auth., 0.14% Series 2002 C3, (Liquidity
Facility Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates) (Liquidity Facility Freddie Mac) VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 196479RK7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
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Demand Feature
issuer
FANNIE MAE

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
of the Demand Feature
N/A

Credit rating of the Demand
Feature issuer
N/A

FREDDIE MAC

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.02%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Colorado Hsg. Fin. Auth. Single Family Mtg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Colorado Hsg. Fin. Auth. Single Family Mtg. Rev., 0.15% Series
2008 A3, (Liquidity Facility Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates) (Liquidity Facilit
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 196483CV1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FREDDIE MAC
N/A
N/A
FANNIE MAE

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $7,750,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $7,750,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.14%
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Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $7,750,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $7,750,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Colorado Reg'l. Trans. District Sales Tax Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Colorado Reg'l. Trans. District Sales Tax Rev., 0.14% Participating
VRDN Series EGL 07 0036, (Liquidity Facility Citibank NA)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 759136PC2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK NA
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $12,500,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $12,500,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.23%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $12,500,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $12,500,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Colorado Reg'l. Trans. District Sales Tax Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Colorado Reg'l. Trans. District Sales Tax Rev., 0.14% Participating
VRDN Series ROC II R 11918, (Liquidity Facility Citibank NA)
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Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 759136QQ0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK NA
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,345,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,345,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.06%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,345,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,345,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Connecticut Health & Edl. Facilities Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Connecticut Health & Edl. Facilities Auth. Rev., 0.13%
Participating VRDN Series BBT 08 32, (Liquidity Facility Branch Banking & Trust Co.)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 07330CMM8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
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Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BRANCH BANKING AND
N/A
N/A
TRUST CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $9,500,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $9,500,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.18%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $9,500,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $9,500,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Connecticut Health & Edl. Facilities Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Connecticut Health & Edl. Facilities Auth. Rev., 0.15%
Participating VRDN Series Putters 2862, (Liquidity Facility JPMorgan Chase Bank)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 20774UYF6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
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Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $7,735,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $7,735,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.14%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $7,735,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $7,735,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Connecticut Health & Edl. Facilities Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Connecticut Health & Edl. Facilities Auth. Rev., 0.18% (Edgehill
Proj.) Series 2000 C, LOC JPMorgan Chase Bank VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 20774LMP7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
N/A
NA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $9,700,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $9,700,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.18%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
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Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $9,700,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $9,700,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Delaware Econ. Dev. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Delaware Econ. Dev. Auth. Rev., 0.13% (Peninsula United
Methodist Homes, Inc. Proj.) Series A, LOC PNC Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 246387MN1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
PNC BANK NA
N/A
N/A
PITTSBURGH PA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
PNC BANK NA PITTSBURGH
N/A
PA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $13,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $13,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.24%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $13,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $13,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Delaware Econ. Dev. Auth. Rev.
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Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Delaware Econ. Dev. Auth. Rev., 0.40% (Delmarva Pwr. & Lt. Co.
Proj.) Series 1993 C VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 246387DW1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: Second Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
DELMARVA POWER
N/A
N/A
& LIGHT
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,800,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,800,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.11%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,800,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,800,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Delaware Econ. Dev. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Delaware Econ. Dev. Auth. Rev., 0.50% (Delmarva Pwr. & Lt. Co.
Proj.) Series 1999 B VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 246387JR6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
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Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: Second Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
DELMARVA POWER
N/A
N/A
& LIGHT
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,100,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,100,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.02%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,100,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,100,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Alachua County Health Facilities Auth. Continuing Care Retirement Cmnty. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Alachua County Health Facilities Auth. Continuing Care
Retirement Cmnty. Rev., 0.13% (Oak Hammock at The Univ. of Florida, Inc. Proj.) Series 2007, LO
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 010684AE8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
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BANK OF SCOTLAND
PLC (UNGTD)

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
BANK OF SCOTLAND PLC
N/A
(UNGTD)

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $18,715,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $18,715,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.35%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $18,715,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $18,715,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Alachua County Health Facilities Auth. Continuing Care Retirement Cmnty. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Alachua County Health Facilities Auth. Continuing Care
Retirement Cmnty. Rev., 0.13% (Oak Hammock at The Univ. of Florida, Inc. Proj.) Series A, LOC B
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 010684AA6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF SCOTLAND
N/A
N/A
PLC (UNGTD)
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
BANK OF SCOTLAND PLC
N/A
(UNGTD)
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Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $14,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $14,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.26%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $14,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $14,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Brevard County Indl. Dev. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Brevard County Indl. Dev. Rev., 0.12% (Pivotal Util. Hldgs., Inc.
Proj.) Series 2005, (AGL Resources, Inc. Guaranteed) LOC Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi VR
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 107419CR2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature issuer
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
AGL RESOURCES INC
N/A
N/A
BANK OF TOKYOMITSUBISHI NY BR

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
BANK OF TOKYO-MITSUBISHI NY
N/A
BR
AGL RESOURCES INC

N/A

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $20,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $20,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.37%
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Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $20,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $20,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Broward County Edl. Facilities Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Broward County Edl. Facilities Auth. Rev., 0.21% (Nova
Southeastern Univ. Proj.) Series 2004 C, LOC Bank of America NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 115015EX3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF
N/A
N/A
AMERICA NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
BANK OF AMERICA NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,500,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,500,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.06%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,500,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,500,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Broward County Port Facilities Rev.
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Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Broward County Port Facilities Rev., 0.12% (Port Everglades
Proj.) Series 2008, LOC Bank of Nova Scotia New York Branch VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 11506KBM2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF NOVA
N/A
N/A
SCOTIA NY BRH
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA NY
N/A
BRH

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $27,565,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $27,565,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.51%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $27,565,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $27,565,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Coconut Creek Indl. Dev. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Coconut Creek Indl. Dev. Rev., 0.51% (Elite Aluminum Corp.
Proj.) Series 2002, LOC Bank of America NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 19188MAA3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
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Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF
N/A
N/A
AMERICA NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
BANK OF AMERICA NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,360,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,360,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.04%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,360,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,360,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Dade County Indl. Dev. Auth. Poll. Cont. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Dade County Indl. Dev. Auth. Poll. Cont. Rev., 0.15% (Florida Pwr.
& Lt. Co. Proj.) VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 23350JAS5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
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Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FLORIDA PWR &
N/A
N/A
LT CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $8,500,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $8,500,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.16%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $8,500,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $8,500,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Dade County Indl. Dev. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Dade County Indl. Dev. Auth. Rev., 0.16% (Florida Pwr. & Lt. Co.
Proj.) Series 1993 VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 232929AA7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FLORIDA PWR &
N/A
N/A
LT CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
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Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $43,700,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $43,700,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.81%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $43,700,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $43,700,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Florida Board of Ed. Pub. Ed. Cap. Outlay
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Florida Board of Ed. Pub. Ed. Cap. Outlay, 0.14% Participating
VRDN Series WF11 60 C, (Liquidity Facility Wells Fargo Bank NA)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 94985NW64
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $7,555,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $7,555,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.14%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $7,555,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $7,555,000.00
Security
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Item 26. The name of the issuer: Florida Hsg. Fin. Corp. Multi-family Mtg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Florida Hsg. Fin. Corp. Multi-family Mtg. Rev., 0.14% (Heather
Glenn Apts. Proj.) Series 2003 H, LOC Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 34073JHC6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
FANNIE MAE N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,660,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,660,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.12%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,660,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,660,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Florida Hsg. Fin. Corp. Multi-family Mtg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Florida Hsg. Fin. Corp. Multi-family Mtg. Rev., 0.20% (Pinnacle
Pointe Apts. Proj.) Series 2003 N, LOC Citibank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 34073JJS9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
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Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK NA
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
CITIBANK NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $13,580,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $13,580,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.25%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $13,580,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $13,580,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Florida Hsg. Fin. Corp. Multi-family Mtg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Florida Hsg. Fin. Corp. Multi-family Mtg. Rev., 0.20% (Clascona
Groves Apts. Proj.) Series A, LOC Citibank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 34073JSS9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
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Demand Feature
issuer
CITIBANK NA

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
of the Demand Feature
N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
CITIBANK NA N/A

Credit rating of the Demand
Feature issuer
N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,080,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,080,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.06%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,080,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,080,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Florida Hsg. Fin. Corp. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Florida Hsg. Fin. Corp. Rev., 0.19% (Tuscany Lakes Apts. Proj.)
Series 2002 K1, LOC Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 34073NRN2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
FANNIE MAE N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,500,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,500,000.00
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Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.12%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,500,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,500,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Highlands County Health Facilities Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Highlands County Health Facilities Auth. Rev., 0.10% (Adventist
Health Sys./Sunbelt, Inc. Prog.) Series 2005 F, LOC Wells Fargo Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 431022QU9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
N/A
ASSN

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $11,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $11,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.20%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $11,000,000.00
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Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $11,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Jacksonville Health Facilities Auth. Hosp. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Jacksonville Health Facilities Auth. Hosp. Rev., 0.14% (Baptist
Med. Ctr. Proj.) Series 2001, LOC Wells Fargo Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 469404TR8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
N/A
ASSN

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,300,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,300,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.02%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,300,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,300,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Jacksonville Poll. Cont. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Jacksonville Poll. Cont. Rev., 0.15% (Florida Pwr. & Lt. Co. Proj.)
Series 1995 VRDN
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Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 469422AD1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FLORIDA PWR &
N/A
N/A
LT CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $49,500,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $49,500,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.91%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $49,500,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $49,500,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Manatee County Poll. Cont. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Manatee County Poll. Cont. Rev., 0.16% (Florida Pwr. & Lt. Co.
Proj.) Series 1994 VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 561845AC2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
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Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FLORIDA PWR &
N/A
N/A
LT CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $16,160,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $16,160,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.30%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $16,160,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $16,160,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Martin County Poll. Cont. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Martin County Poll. Cont. Rev., 0.14% (Florida Pwr. & Lt. Co.
Proj.) Series 2000 VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 573202AY4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FLORIDA PWR &
N/A
N/A
LT CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
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Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $73,600,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $73,600,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 1.36%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $73,600,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $73,600,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Miami-Dade County Indl. Dev. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Miami-Dade County Indl. Dev. Auth. Rev., 0.28% (Tarmac America
Proj.) Series 2004, LOC Bank of America NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 59333EBS1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF
N/A
N/A
AMERICA NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
BANK OF AMERICA NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,100,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,100,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.08%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
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Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,100,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,100,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Ocean Hwy. & Port Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Ocean Hwy. & Port Auth. Rev., 0.19% Series 1990, LOC Wells
Fargo Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 67482MAB3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
N/A
ASSN

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,400,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,400,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.03%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,400,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,400,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Orange County Hsg. Fin. Auth. Multi-family Rev.
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Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Orange County Hsg. Fin. Auth. Multi-family Rev., 0.14% (Regal
Pointe Apts. Proj.) Series 1997 A, LOC Freddie Mac VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 684906AD2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FREDDIE MAC
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
FREDDIE MAC N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $755,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $755,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.01%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $755,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $755,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Orange County Hsg. Fin. Auth. Multi-family Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Orange County Hsg. Fin. Auth. Multi-family Rev., 0.17% (Wtr.
View Club Proj.) Series 1997 D, LOC Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 684906BE9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
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Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
FANNIE MAE N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,945,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,945,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.04%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,945,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,945,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Palm Beach County Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Palm Beach County Rev., 0.24% (Norton Gallery and School of
Art, Inc. Proj.) Series 1995, LOC Northern Trust Co. VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 696547AE8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
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Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
NORTHERN TRUST CO
N/A
CHICAGO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
NORTHERN TRUST CO
N/A
CHICAGO

Credit rating of the Demand
Feature issuer
N/A

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.06%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Pinellas County Health Facilities Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Pinellas County Health Facilities Auth. Rev., 0.12% (BayCare
Health Sys. Proj.) Series 2009 A1, LOC U.S. Bank NA, Minnesota VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 72316MEY1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
US BANK NA
N/A
N/A
CINCINNATI OHIO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
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Credit rating of the
Guarantor

US BANK NA CINCINNATI
OHIO

N/A

N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $26,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $26,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.48%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $26,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $26,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Polk County School Board Ctfs. of Prtn.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Polk County School Board Ctfs. of Prtn., 0.14% (Master Lease
Prog.) Series 2009 A, LOC Wells Fargo Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 731125JL5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
N/A
ASSN

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,300,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,300,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.04%
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Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,300,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,300,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Polk County School Board Ctfs. of Prtn.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Polk County School Board Ctfs. of Prtn., 0.14% (Master Lease
Prog.) Series 2009 B, LOC Wells Fargo Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 731125JM3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
N/A
ASSN

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,800,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,800,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.03%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,800,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,800,000.00
Security
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Item 26. The name of the issuer: Putnam County Dev. Auth. Poll. Cont. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Putnam County Dev. Auth. Poll. Cont. Rev., 0.16% (Florida Pwr. &
Lt. Co. Proj.) Series 1994 VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 746507AP7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FLORIDA PWR &
N/A
N/A
LT CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,480,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,480,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.08%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,480,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,480,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Saint Johns County Hsg. Fin. Auth. Multifamily Hsg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Saint Johns County Hsg. Fin. Auth. Multifamily Hsg. Rev., 0.17%
(Ponce Hbr. Apts. Proj.) Series 2001 A, LOC Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates VRD
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 790394BE9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
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Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
FANNIE MAE N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,785,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,785,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.11%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,785,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,785,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Sarasota County Pub. Hosp. District Hosp. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Sarasota County Pub. Hosp. District Hosp. Rev., 0.14% (Sarasota
Memorial Hosp. Proj.) Series 2009 B, LOC JPMorgan Chase Bank VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 803301CR9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
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JPMORGAN CHASE
BANK NA

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
N/A
NA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $23,350,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $23,350,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.43%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $23,350,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $23,350,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: South Florida Wtr. Mgmt. District Ctfs. of Prtn.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): South Florida Wtr. Mgmt. District Ctfs. of Prtn., 0.14%
Participating VRDN Series ROC II R 12313, (Liquidity Facility Citibank NA)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 83786PBW9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK NA
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $8,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $8,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.15%
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Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $8,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $8,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Tallahassee Energy Sys. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Tallahassee Energy Sys. Rev., 0.15% Participating VRDN Series
MS 3273 X, (Liquidity Facility Morgan Stanley Bank, West Valley City Utah)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 874476HE7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature issuer
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
MORGAN STANLEY BK
N/A
N/A
NA SALT LAKE
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,500,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,500,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.12%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,500,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,500,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Volusia County Hsg. Fin. Auth. Multi-family Hsg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Volusia County Hsg. Fin. Auth. Multi-family Hsg. Rev., 0.17%
(Saxon Trace Apts. Proj.) Series 2003, LOC Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates VRDN
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Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 928904GD7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
FANNIE MAE N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $8,900,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $8,900,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.16%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $8,900,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $8,900,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Winter Haven Util. Sys. Impt. & Rfdg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Winter Haven Util. Sys. Impt. & Rfdg. Rev., 0.13% Participating
VRDN Series Solar 06 54, (Liquidity Facility U.S. Bank NA, Minnesota)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 27884FEY2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
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Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
US BANK NA
N/A
N/A
CINCINNATI OHIO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,200,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,200,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.10%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,200,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,200,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Athens-Clarke County Unified Govt. Dev. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Athens-Clarke County Unified Govt. Dev. Auth. Rev., 0.18% (Univ.
of Georgia Athletic Assoc. Proj.) Series 2005 B, LOC Bank of America NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 047059AT7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
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BANK OF
AMERICA NA

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
BANK OF AMERICA NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $11,975,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $11,975,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.22%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $11,975,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $11,975,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Athens-Clarke County Unified Govt. Dev. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Athens-Clarke County Unified Govt. Dev. Auth. Rev., 0.18% (Univ.
of Georgia Athletic Assoc. Proj.) Series 2003, LOC Bank of America NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 047059AR1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF
N/A
N/A
AMERICA NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
BANK OF AMERICA NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,485,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,485,000.00
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Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.10%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,485,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,485,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Atlanta Urban Residential Fin. Auth. Multi-family Hsg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Atlanta Urban Residential Fin. Auth. Multi-family Hsg. Rev., 0.16%
(Carver Redev. Phase III Proj.) Series 2001, LOC Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certific
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 04785TFY0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
FANNIE MAE N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,805,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,805,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.07%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,805,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,805,000.00
Security
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Item 26. The name of the issuer: Bartow County Dev. Auth. Poll. Cont. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Bartow County Dev. Auth. Poll. Cont. Rev., 0.19% (Georgia Pwr.
Co. Plant Bowen Proj.) Second Series 1998 VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 069643AT1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
GEORGIA
N/A
N/A
POWER CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $12,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $12,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.22%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $12,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $12,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Bulloch County Dev. Auth. Indl. Dev. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Bulloch County Dev. Auth. Indl. Dev. Rev., 0.28% (Gold Kist, Inc.
Proj.) Series 1995, LOC Wells Fargo Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 120332AB7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
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Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
N/A
ASSN

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,700,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,700,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.05%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,700,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,700,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Burke County Indl. Dev. Auth. Poll. Cont. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Burke County Indl. Dev. Auth. Poll. Cont. Rev., 0.20% (Georgia
Pwr. Co. Plant Vogtle Proj.) Eighth Series 1994 VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 121342LS6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
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Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
issuer
of the Demand Feature
GEORGIA
N/A
POWER CO

Credit rating of the Demand
Feature issuer
N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $18,890,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $18,890,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.35%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $18,890,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $18,890,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Fulton County Hosp. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Fulton County Hosp. Auth. Rev., 0.14% (Northside Hosp. Proj.)
Series 2003 B, LOC Wells Fargo Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 360053GV8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
N/A
ASSN

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
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Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.04%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Gainesville & Hall County Dev. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Gainesville & Hall County Dev. Auth. Rev., 0.16% (Lanier Village
Estates, Inc. Proj.) Series 2003 B, LOC TD Banknorth, NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 362754DM2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
TD BANK NA
N/A
N/A
WILMINGTON DE
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
TD BANK NA WILMINGTON
N/A
DE

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $380,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $380,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.01%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
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Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $380,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $380,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Georgia Gen. Oblig.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Georgia Gen. Oblig., 0.20% Participating VRDN Series MT 729,
(Liquidity Facility Bank of America NA)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 74703YZ52
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF
N/A
N/A
AMERICA NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,605,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,605,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.12%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,605,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,605,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Heard County Dev. Auth. Poll. Cont. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Heard County Dev. Auth. Poll. Cont. Rev., 0.19% (Georgia Pwr.
Co. Plant Wansley Proj.) First Series 1997 VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 422230BY7
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Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
GEORGIA
N/A
N/A
POWER CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $23,200,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $23,200,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.43%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $23,200,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $23,200,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Main Street Natural Gas, Inc. Georgia Gas Proj. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Main Street Natural Gas, Inc. Georgia Gas Proj. Rev., 0.14%
Series 2010 A, (Liquidity Facility Royal Bank of Canada) VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 56036YEJ0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
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Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
ROYAL BANK OF
N/A
N/A
CANADA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $8,195,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $8,195,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.15%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $8,195,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $8,195,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Private Colleges & Univs. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Private Colleges & Univs. Auth. Rev., 0.14% Participating VRDN
Series WF 11 95C, (Liquidity Facility Wells Fargo Bank NA)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 94985N4Y4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
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Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,865,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,865,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.09%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,865,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,865,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Private Colleges & Univs. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Private Colleges & Univs. Auth. Rev., 0.16% (Mercer Univ. Proj.)
LOC Branch Banking & Trust Co. VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 74265LNX2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BRANCH BANKING AND
N/A
N/A
TRUST CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
BRANCH BANKING AND TRUST
N/A
CO

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $8,155,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $8,155,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.15%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
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Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $8,155,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $8,155,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Roswell Hsg. Auth. Multi-family Hsg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Roswell Hsg. Auth. Multi-family Hsg. Rev., 0.14% (Azalea Park
Apts. Proj.) Series 1996, LOC Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 778542BS8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
FANNIE MAE N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.04%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Savannah Econ. Dev. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Savannah Econ. Dev. Auth. Rev., 0.76% (Home Depot, Inc. Proj.)
Series 1995 A VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 80483CAZ4
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Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: Second Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
HOME DEPOT
N/A
N/A
INC
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,100,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,100,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.02%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,100,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,100,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Hawaii Gen. Oblig.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Hawaii Gen. Oblig., 0.14% Participating VRDN Series ROC II R
11910, (Liquidity Facility Citibank NA)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 419791B49
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
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Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK NA
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,650,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,650,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.05%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,650,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,650,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Idaho Hsg. & Fin. Assoc. Single Family Mtg.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Idaho Hsg. & Fin. Assoc. Single Family Mtg., 0.16% Series 2002
B1, (Liquidity Facility Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates) (Liquidity Facility Fre
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 45129WBK5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
FREDDIE MAC

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,160,000.00
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Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,160,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.11%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,160,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,160,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Idaho Hsg. & Fin. Assoc. Single Family Mtg.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Idaho Hsg. & Fin. Assoc. Single Family Mtg., 0.16% Series 2001
A, (Liquidity Facility Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates) (Liquidity Facility Fred
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 45129T3T2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FREDDIE MAC
N/A
N/A
FANNIE MAE

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,700,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,700,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.05%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,700,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,700,000.00
Security
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Item 26. The name of the issuer: Idaho Hsg. & Fin. Assoc. Single Family Mtg.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Idaho Hsg. & Fin. Assoc. Single Family Mtg., 0.16% Series 2003
C, (Liquidity Facility Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates) (Liquidity Facility Fred
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 45129YCB0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
FREDDIE MAC

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,405,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,405,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.12%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,405,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,405,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Idaho Hsg. & Fin. Assoc. Single Family Mtg.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Idaho Hsg. & Fin. Assoc. Single Family Mtg., 0.16% Series 2002
E, (Liquidity Facility Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates) (Liquidity Facility Fred
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 45129YAD8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
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Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FREDDIE MAC
N/A
N/A
FANNIE MAE

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $7,805,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $7,805,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.14%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $7,805,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $7,805,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Idaho Hsg. & Fin. Assoc. Single Family Mtg.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Idaho Hsg. & Fin. Assoc. Single Family Mtg., 0.16% Series 2002
A, (Liquidity Facility Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates) (Liquidity Facility Fred
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 45129WAR1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
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Demand Feature
issuer
FREDDIE MAC

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
of the Demand Feature
N/A

Credit rating of the Demand
Feature issuer
N/A

FANNIE MAE

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $7,710,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $7,710,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.14%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $7,710,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $7,710,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Carol Stream Multi-family Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Carol Stream Multi-family Rev., 0.17% (Saint Charles Square
Proj.) Series 1997, LOC Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 143733AB9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
FANNIE MAE N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,315,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,315,000.00
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Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.02%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,315,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,315,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Chicago Board of Ed.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Chicago Board of Ed., 0.15% Series 2010 A, LOC JPMorgan
Chase Bank VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 167505NC6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
N/A
NA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,725,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,725,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.05%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,725,000.00
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Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,725,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Chicago Board of Ed.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Chicago Board of Ed., 0.15% Series 2010 B, LOC JPMorgan
Chase Bank VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 167505NE2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
N/A
NA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,530,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,530,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.08%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,530,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,530,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Chicago Gen. Oblig.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Chicago Gen. Oblig., 0.12% (Neighborhoods Alive 21 Prog.)
Series 2002 B5, LOC Northern Trust Co. VRDN
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Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 167486GF0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
NORTHERN TRUST CO
N/A
N/A
CHICAGO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
NORTHERN TRUST CO
N/A
CHICAGO

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,100,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,100,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.08%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,100,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,100,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Chicago Midway Arpt. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Chicago Midway Arpt. Rev., 0.16% Series 1998 A, LOC
JPMorgan Chase Bank VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 167562JN8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
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Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
N/A
NA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $54,500,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $54,500,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 1.01%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $54,500,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $54,500,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Chicago Midway Arpt. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Chicago Midway Arpt. Rev., 0.16% Series 1998 B, LOC
JPMorgan Chase Bank VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 167562JP3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
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Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
N/A
NA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $49,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $49,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.91%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $49,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $49,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Chicago O'Hare Int'l. Arpt. Spl. Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Chicago O'Hare Int'l. Arpt. Spl. Facilities Rev., 0.18% (Lufthansa
German Airlines Proj.) Series 2001, LOC Bayerische Landesbank Girozentrale VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 167590EV6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BAYERISCHE
N/A
N/A
LANDESBANK (GTD)
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
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Guarantor
BAYERISCHE LANDESBANK
(GTD)

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor

Credit rating of the
Guarantor

N/A

N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,900,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,900,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.07%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,900,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,900,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Chicago Wastewtr. Transmission Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Chicago Wastewtr. Transmission Rev., 0.14% Series 2008 C3,
LOC Northern Trust Co., Chicago VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 167727RF5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
NORTHERN TRUST CO
N/A
N/A
CHICAGO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
NORTHERN TRUST CO
N/A
CHICAGO

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $57,400,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $57,400,000.00
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Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 1.06%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $57,400,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $57,400,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Chicago Wastewtr. Transmission Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Chicago Wastewtr. Transmission Rev., 0.14% Series 2008 C1,
LOC BMO Harris Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 167727RJ7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BMO HARRIS
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
BMO HARRIS BANK NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,900,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,900,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.07%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,900,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,900,000.00
Security
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Item 26. The name of the issuer: Illinois Fin. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Illinois Fin. Auth. Rev., 0.11% Series 2011 B, LOC Wells Fargo
Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 45203HAZ5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
N/A
ASSN

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $20,400,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $20,400,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.38%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $20,400,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $20,400,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Illinois Fin. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Illinois Fin. Auth. Rev., 0.11% (The Univ. of Chicago Med. Ctr.
Proj.) Series 2010 B, LOC Wells Fargo Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 45200F6G9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
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Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
ASSN

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor

Credit rating of the
Guarantor

N/A

N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $26,490,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $26,490,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.49%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $26,490,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $26,490,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Illinois Fin. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Illinois Fin. Auth. Rev., 0.12% (Provena Health Proj.) Series 2010
D, LOC Union Bank of California VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 45200F5W5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
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Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
UNION BANK OF
N/A
N/A
CALIFORNIA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
UNION BANK OF
N/A
CALIFORNIA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $11,165,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $11,165,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.21%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $11,165,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $11,165,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Illinois Fin. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Illinois Fin. Auth. Rev., 0.13% (Northwest Cmnty. Hosp. Proj.)
Series 2008 C, LOC Wells Fargo Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 45200FNV7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
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WELLS FARGO BK
NATL ASSN

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
N/A
ASSN

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $8,600,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $8,600,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.16%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $8,600,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $8,600,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Illinois Fin. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Illinois Fin. Auth. Rev., 0.14% (Provena Health Proj.) Series 2010
C, LOC JPMorgan Chase Bank VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 45200F5V7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
N/A
NA
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Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,200,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,200,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.11%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,200,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,200,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Illinois Fin. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Illinois Fin. Auth. Rev., 0.14% (Illinois College Proj.) LOC U.S.
Bank NA, Minnesota VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 45200BKS6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
US BANK NA
N/A
N/A
CINCINNATI OHIO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
US BANK NA CINCINNATI
N/A
OHIO

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $7,085,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $7,085,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.13%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
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Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $7,085,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $7,085,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Illinois Fin. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Illinois Fin. Auth. Rev., 0.15% Participating VRDN Series Putters
3302, (Liquidity Facility JPMorgan Chase Bank)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 46632PUN1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $12,640,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $12,640,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.23%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $12,640,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $12,640,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Illinois Fin. Auth. Solid Waste Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Illinois Fin. Auth. Solid Waste Rev., 0.10% (Air Products &
Chemicals, Inc. Proj.) Series 2005 VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 45202HAD5
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Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
AIR PRODUCTS &
N/A
N/A
CHEMICALS INC
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $8,900,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $8,900,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.16%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $8,900,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $8,900,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Metropolitan Pier & Exposition
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Metropolitan Pier & Exposition, 0.14% Participating VRDN Series
MS 3215, (Liquidity Facility Morgan Stanley Bank, West Valley City Utah)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 592248BL1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
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Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature issuer
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
MORGAN STANLEY BK
N/A
N/A
NA SALT LAKE
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $10,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $10,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.18%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $10,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $10,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Romeoville Gen. Oblig. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Romeoville Gen. Oblig. Rev., 0.15% (Lewis Univ. Proj.) Series
2006, LOC JPMorgan Chase Bank VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 77615NAA2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
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Credit rating of the
Guarantor

JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
NA

N/A

N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,900,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,900,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.07%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,900,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,900,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Will County Exempt Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Will County Exempt Facilities Rev., 0.09% (ExxonMobil Corp.
Proj.) Series 2001, (Exxon Mobil Corp. Guaranteed) VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 96866EAE0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
EXXON MOBIL
N/A
N/A
CORP
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
EXXON MOBIL CORP N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $26,815,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $26,815,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.50%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
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Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $26,815,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $26,815,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Indiana Fin. Auth. Health Sys. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Indiana Fin. Auth. Health Sys. Rev., 0.08% (Sisters of Saint
Francis Health Svcs., Inc. Obligated Group Proj.) Series 2008 J, LOC Wells Fargo Bank NA
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 45470YBN0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
N/A
ASSN

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $7,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $7,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.13%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $7,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $7,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Indiana Fin. Auth. Hosp. Rev.
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Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Indiana Fin. Auth. Hosp. Rev., 0.14% (Floyd Memorial Hosp. and
Health Svcs. Proj.) Series 2008, LOC Branch Banking & Trust Co. VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 45471AAF9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BRANCH BANKING AND
N/A
N/A
TRUST CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
BRANCH BANKING AND TRUST
N/A
CO

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $25,645,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $25,645,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.47%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $25,645,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $25,645,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Indiana Health & Edl. Facilities Fing. Auth. Hosp. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Indiana Health & Edl. Facilities Fing. Auth. Hosp. Rev., 0.15%
(Howard Reg'l. Health Sys. Proj.) Series A, LOC Comerica Bank VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 45479RAB3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
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Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
COMERICA BK
N/A
N/A
DALLAS TEX
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
COMERICA BK DALLAS
TEX

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor

Credit rating of the
Guarantor

N/A

N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $11,980,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $11,980,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.22%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $11,980,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $11,980,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Indiana Health Facility Fing. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Indiana Health Facility Fing. Auth. Rev., 0.12% (Fayette Memorial
Hosp. Assoc. Proj.) Series A, LOC U.S. Bank NA, Minnesota VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 454798LH0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
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Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
US BANK NA
N/A
N/A
CINCINNATI OHIO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
US BANK NA CINCINNATI
N/A
OHIO

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,135,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,135,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.02%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,135,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,135,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Indiana Health Facility Fing. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Indiana Health Facility Fing. Auth. Rev., 0.12% (Fayette Memorial
Hosp. Assoc. Proj.) Series B, LOC U.S. Bank NA, Minnesota VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 454798LX5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
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US BANK NA
CINCINNATI OHIO

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
US BANK NA CINCINNATI
N/A
OHIO

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,570,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,570,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.05%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,570,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,570,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Iowa Fin. Auth. Health Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Iowa Fin. Auth. Health Facilities Rev., 0.14% (Iowa Health Sys.
Proj.) Series 2009 A, LOC JPMorgan Chase Bank VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 462466CB7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
N/A
NA
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Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $12,150,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $12,150,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.22%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $12,150,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $12,150,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Iowa Fin. Auth. Health Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Iowa Fin. Auth. Health Facilities Rev., 0.14% (Iowa Health Sys.
Proj.) Series 2009 B, LOC JPMorgan Chase Bank VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 462466CC5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
N/A
NA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $20,045,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $20,045,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.37%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
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Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $20,045,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $20,045,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Iowa Fin. Auth. Health Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Iowa Fin. Auth. Health Facilities Rev., 0.25% (Iowa Health Sys.
Proj.) Series 2009 D, LOC Bank of America NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 462466CE1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF
N/A
N/A
AMERICA NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
BANK OF AMERICA NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,185,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,185,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.08%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,185,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,185,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Iowa Fin. Auth. Solid Disp. Waste Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Iowa Fin. Auth. Solid Disp. Waste Rev., 0.20% (MidAmerican
Energy Proj.) Series 2008 A VRDN
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Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 46245EAW7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: Second Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
MIDAMERICAN
N/A
N/A
ENERGY CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $12,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $12,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.22%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $12,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $12,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Iowa Higher Ed. Ln. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Iowa Higher Ed. Ln. Auth. Rev., 0.14% (Saint Ambrose Univ. Proj.)
LOC Northern Trust Co. VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 462460QU3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
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Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
NORTHERN TRUST CO
N/A
N/A
CHICAGO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
NORTHERN TRUST CO
N/A
CHICAGO

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $8,500,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $8,500,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.16%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $8,500,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $8,500,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Chanute Indl. Dev. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Chanute Indl. Dev. Rev., 0.26% (Ash Grove Cement Co. Proj.)
Series 2002, LOC Bank of America NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 159348AB7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
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BANK OF
AMERICA NA

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
BANK OF AMERICA NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,900,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,900,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.13%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,900,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,900,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Univ. of Kansas Hosp. Auth. Health Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Univ. of Kansas Hosp. Auth. Health Facilities Rev., 0.12% (KU
Health Sys. Proj.) Series 2004, LOC U.S. Bank NA, Minnesota VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 914367BN6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
US BANK NA
N/A
N/A
CINCINNATI OHIO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
US BANK NA CINCINNATI
N/A
OHIO

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,500,000.00
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Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,500,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.08%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,500,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,500,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Wichita Gen. Oblig.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Wichita Gen. Oblig., 0.15% Participating VRDN Series Putters
3951, (Liquidity Facility JPMorgan Chase & Co.)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 46633V5Z8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN
N/A
N/A
CHASE & CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $49,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $49,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.91%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $49,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $49,000,000.00
Security
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Item 26. The name of the issuer: Boyle County Hosp. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Boyle County Hosp. Rev., 0.14% (Ephraim McDowell Health Proj.)
Series 2006, LOC Branch Banking & Trust Co. VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 103444BD6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BRANCH BANKING AND
N/A
N/A
TRUST CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
BRANCH BANKING AND TRUST
N/A
CO

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,500,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,500,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.05%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,500,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,500,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Carroll County Envir. Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Carroll County Envir. Facilities Rev., 0.15% (Kentucky Utils. Co.
Proj.) Series 2004 A, LOC Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corp. VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 14483RAM9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
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Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature issuer
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
SUMITOMO MITSUI BKG
N/A
N/A
CORP NY BR
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
SUMITOMO MITSUI BKG CORP
NY BR

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor

Credit rating of the
Guarantor

N/A

N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $10,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $10,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.18%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $10,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $10,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Daviess County Exempt Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Daviess County Exempt Facilities Rev., 0.17% (Kimberly-Clark
Tissue Co. Proj.) Series 1999, (Kimberly-Clark Corp. Guaranteed) VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 238731AA1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
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Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
KIMBERLY-CLARK
N/A
N/A
CORP
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
KIMBERLY-CLARK CORP N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.06%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Daviess County Solid Waste Disp. Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Daviess County Solid Waste Disp. Facilities Rev., 0.17% (Scott
Paper Co. Proj.) Series 1993 A, (Kimberly-Clark Corp. Guaranteed) VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 238753AA5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
KIMBERLY-CLARK
N/A
N/A
CORP
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Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
KIMBERLY-CLARK CORP N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,750,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,750,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.05%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,750,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,750,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Daviess County Solid Waste Disp. Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Daviess County Solid Waste Disp. Facilities Rev., 0.17% (Scott
Paper Co. Proj.) Series 1993 B, (Kimberly-Clark Corp. Guaranteed) VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 238753AB3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
KIMBERLY-CLARK
N/A
N/A
CORP
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
KIMBERLY-CLARK CORP N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,300,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,300,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.04%
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Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,300,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,300,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Elizabethtown Indl. Bldg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Elizabethtown Indl. Bldg. Rev., 0.22% (Altec Industries, Inc. Proj.)
Series 1997, LOC Wells Fargo Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 286893BX9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
N/A
ASSN

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.06%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,000,000.00
Security
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Item 26. The name of the issuer: Kentucky Higher Ed. Student Ln. Corp. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Kentucky Higher Ed. Student Ln. Corp. Rev., 0.20% Series 2008
A1, LOC State Street Bank & Trust Co., Boston, LOC Bank of America NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 49130NBX6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF AMERICA
N/A
N/A
NA
STATE ST BK & TR CO
N/A
BOSTON

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,300,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,300,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.02%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,300,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,300,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Lexington-Fayette Urban County Arpt. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Lexington-Fayette Urban County Arpt. Rev., 0.14% Series 2008 B,
LOC JPMorgan Chase Bank VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 52908WAB9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
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Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
N/A
NA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,350,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,350,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.02%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,350,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,350,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Louisville & Jefferson County Reg'l. Arpt. Auth. Spl. Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Louisville & Jefferson County Reg'l. Arpt. Auth. Spl. Facilities
Rev., 0.16% (UPS Worldwide Forwarding, Inc. Proj.) Series 1999 B, (United Parcel Svc.
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 546598AB9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
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Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature issuer Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
UNITED PARCEL
N/A
N/A
SERVICE AMERICA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
N/A
AMERICA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $26,700,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $26,700,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.49%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $26,700,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $26,700,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Lake Charles Hbr. & Rev. District
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Lake Charles Hbr. & Rev. District, 0.14% (Conoco, Inc. Proj.)
Series 1999 B VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 507721AB4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-02
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-02
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CONOCOPHILLIPS
N/A
N/A
INC
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
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Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,400,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,400,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.06%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,400,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,400,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Lake Charles Hbr. & Term. District Dock & Wharf Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Lake Charles Hbr. & Term. District Dock & Wharf Rev., 0.15%
(Conoco, Inc. Proj.) Series 2000 VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 507745AA5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CONOCOPHILLIPS
N/A
N/A
INC
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $900,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $900,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.02%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $900,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $900,000.00
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Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Louisiana Gas & Fuel Tax Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Louisiana Gas & Fuel Tax Rev., 0.13% Participating VRDN Series
Solar 06 150, (Liquidity Facility U.S. Bank NA, Minnesota)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 27884FNW6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
US BANK NA
N/A
N/A
CINCINNATI OHIO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $20,530,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $20,530,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.38%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $20,530,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $20,530,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Louisiana Gas & Fuel Tax Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Louisiana Gas & Fuel Tax Rev., 0.14% Participating VRDN Series
ROC II R 11888X, (Liquidity Facility Citibank NA)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 546475MD3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
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Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK NA
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,975,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,975,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.11%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,975,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,975,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Louisiana Offshore Term. Auth. Deepwater Port Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Louisiana Offshore Term. Auth. Deepwater Port Rev., 0.14%
(LOOP LLC Proj.) Series 2003 A, LOC JPMorgan Chase Bank VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 546510EB0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
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JPMORGAN CHASE
BANK NA

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
N/A
NA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $600,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $600,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.01%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $600,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $600,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Louisiana Pub. Facilities Auth. Hosp. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Louisiana Pub. Facilities Auth. Hosp. Rev., 0.14% (Franciscan
Missionaries of Our Lady Health Sys. Proj.) Series 2005 D, LOC U.S. Bank NA, Minnesota V
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 546395E42
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
US BANK NA
N/A
N/A
CINCINNATI OHIO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
US BANK NA CINCINNATI
N/A
OHIO
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Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $47,100,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $47,100,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.87%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $47,100,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $47,100,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Louisiana Pub. Facilities Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Louisiana Pub. Facilities Auth. Rev., 0.10% (Air Products &
Chemicals, Inc. Proj.) Series A VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 546398YU6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
AIR PRODUCTS &
N/A
N/A
CHEMICALS INC
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $27,045,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $27,045,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.50%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $27,045,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $27,045,000.00
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Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Louisiana Pub. Facilities Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Louisiana Pub. Facilities Auth. Rev., 0.10% (Air Products &
Chemicals, Inc. Proj.) Series 2007 A VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 546398XH6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
AIR PRODUCTS &
N/A
N/A
CHEMICALS INC
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $24,300,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $24,300,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.45%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $24,300,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $24,300,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Louisiana Pub. Facilities Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Louisiana Pub. Facilities Auth. Rev., 0.14% (Air Products &
Chemicals, Inc. Proj.) Series 2002 VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 546398EM6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
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Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
AIR PRODUCTS &
N/A
N/A
CHEMICALS INC
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.06%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Saint Charles Parish Poll. Cont. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Saint Charles Parish Poll. Cont. Rev., 0.15% (Shell Oil Co.-Norco
Proj.) Series 1993 VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 788070BW9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
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Demand Feature
issuer
SHELL OIL CO

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
of the Demand Feature
N/A

Credit rating of the Demand
Feature issuer
N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $22,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $22,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.41%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $22,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $22,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Saint Charles Parish Poll. Cont. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Saint Charles Parish Poll. Cont. Rev., 0.15% (Shell Oil Co. Proj.)
Series 1992 A VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 788070BU3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
SHELL OIL CO
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $28,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $28,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.52%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
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Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $28,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $28,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Saint Charles Parish Poll. Cont. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Saint Charles Parish Poll. Cont. Rev., 0.17% (Shell Oil Co.-Norco
Proj.) Series 1991 VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 788070BS8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
SHELL OIL CO
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $26,400,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $26,400,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.49%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $26,400,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $26,400,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Maryland Econ. Dev. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Maryland Econ. Dev. Auth. Rev., 0.25% (United States
Pharmacopeial Convention, Inc. Proj.) Series 2008 A, LOC Bank of America NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 57420NAZ4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
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Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF
N/A
N/A
AMERICA NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
BANK OF AMERICA NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $15,155,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $15,155,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.28%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $15,155,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $15,155,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Maryland Econ. Dev. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Maryland Econ. Dev. Auth. Rev., 0.25% (United States
Pharmacopeial Convention, Inc. Proj.) Series 2008 B, LOC Bank of America NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 57420NBA8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
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Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF
N/A
N/A
AMERICA NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
BANK OF AMERICA NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,735,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,735,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.05%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,735,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,735,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Maryland Health & Higher Edl. Facilities Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Maryland Health & Higher Edl. Facilities Auth. Rev., 0.25% (Upper
Chesapeake Hosp. Proj.) Series 2008 A, LOC Bank of America NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 5742172N4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF
N/A
N/A
AMERICA NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
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Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
BANK OF AMERICA NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $27,300,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $27,300,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.50%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $27,300,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $27,300,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Maryland Trans. Auth. Trans. Facility Projects Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Maryland Trans. Auth. Trans. Facility Projects Rev., 0.15%
Participating VRDN Series ROC II R 11437, (Liquidity Facility Citibank NA)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 574300HS1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK NA
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.06%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,000,000.00
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Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Montgomery County Hsg. Opportunities Commission Multifamily Hsg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Montgomery County Hsg. Opportunities Commission Multifamily
Hsg. Rev., 0.15% Series 2004 D, (Liquidity Facility Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 61334MNE6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FREDDIE MAC
N/A
N/A
FANNIE MAE

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $12,705,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $12,705,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.23%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $12,705,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $12,705,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Massachusetts Dev. Fin. Agcy. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Massachusetts Dev. Fin. Agcy. Rev., 0.15% Participating VRDN
Series Putters 3867, (Liquidity Facility JPMorgan Chase & Co.)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 46633VP86
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
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Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN
N/A
N/A
CHASE & CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $7,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $7,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.13%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $7,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $7,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Massachusetts Health & Edl. Facilities Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Massachusetts Health & Edl. Facilities Auth. Rev., 0.15%
(Baystate Health Sys. Proj.) Series 2009 J2, LOC JPMorgan Chase Bank VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 57586EKB6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
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Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
N/A
NA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $21,400,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $21,400,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.40%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $21,400,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $21,400,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Eastern Michigan Univ. Revs.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Eastern Michigan Univ. Revs., 0.16% Series 2009 B, LOC
JPMorgan Chase Bank VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 276731XP6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
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Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
NA

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor

Credit rating of the
Guarantor

N/A

N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,500,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,500,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.05%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,500,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,500,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Eastern Michigan Univ. Revs.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Eastern Michigan Univ. Revs., 0.16% Series 2009 A, LOC
JPMorgan Chase Bank VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 276731XN1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
N/A
NA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $25,600,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $25,600,000.00
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Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.47%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $25,600,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $25,600,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Farmington Hills Hosp. Fin. Auth. Hosp. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Farmington Hills Hosp. Fin. Auth. Hosp. Rev., 0.12% (Botsford
Gen. Hosp. Proj.) Series 2008 A, LOC U.S. Bank NA, Minnesota VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 311166BJ0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
US BANK NA
N/A
N/A
CINCINNATI OHIO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
US BANK NA CINCINNATI
N/A
OHIO

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $895,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $895,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.02%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $895,000.00
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Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $895,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Michigan Higher Ed. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Michigan Higher Ed. Rev., 0.10% (Thomas M. Cooley Law School
Proj.) Series 2008 A, LOC Wells Fargo Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 594519N48
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
N/A
ASSN

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.09%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Michigan Higher Ed. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Michigan Higher Ed. Rev., 0.15% (Univ. of Detroit Mercy Proj.)
Series 2007, LOC JPMorgan Chase Bank VRDN
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Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 594519K25
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
N/A
NA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,800,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,800,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.07%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,800,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,800,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Michigan Hosp. Fin. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Michigan Hosp. Fin. Auth. Rev., 0.15% Participating VRDN Series
MS 3244, (Liquidity Facility Morgan Stanley Bank, West Valley City Utah)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 59465HNP7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
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Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature issuer
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
MORGAN STANLEY BK
N/A
N/A
NA SALT LAKE
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $12,455,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $12,455,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.23%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $12,455,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $12,455,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Michigan Hsg. Dev. Auth. Single Family Mtg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Michigan Hsg. Dev. Auth. Single Family Mtg. Rev., 0.16% Series
2007 B, (Liquidity Facility Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates) (Liquidity Facility
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 5946534F1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
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Demand Feature
issuer
FREDDIE MAC

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
of the Demand Feature
N/A

Credit rating of the Demand
Feature issuer
N/A

FANNIE MAE

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $10,700,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $10,700,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.20%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $10,700,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $10,700,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Michigan Strategic Fund Ltd. Oblig. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Michigan Strategic Fund Ltd. Oblig. Rev., 0.10% (Ascension
Health Cr. Group Proj.) Series 2007 V1 VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 594698DF6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
AIR PRODUCTS &
N/A
N/A
CHEMICALS INC
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $30,700,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $30,700,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.57%
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Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $30,700,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $30,700,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Michigan Strategic Fund Ltd. Oblig. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Michigan Strategic Fund Ltd. Oblig. Rev., 0.24% (Majestic Ind.,
Inc. Proj.) LOC Comerica Bank VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 59469CZV8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
COMERICA BK
N/A
N/A
DALLAS TEX
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
COMERICA BK DALLAS
N/A
TEX

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,300,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,300,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.02%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,300,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,300,000.00
Security
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Item 26. The name of the issuer: Wayne County Arpt. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Wayne County Arpt. Auth. Rev., 0.14% LOC PNC Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 944514MB1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
PNC BANK NA
N/A
N/A
PITTSBURGH PA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
PNC BANK NA PITTSBURGH
N/A
PA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $12,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $12,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.22%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $12,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $12,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Dakota County Cmnty. Dev. Agcy. Multi-family Hsg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Dakota County Cmnty. Dev. Agcy. Multi-family Hsg. Rev., 0.29%
(Regatta Commons Proj.) Series A, LOC Bank of America NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 23409VCM0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
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Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF
N/A
N/A
AMERICA NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
BANK OF AMERICA NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $25,155,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $25,155,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.46%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $25,155,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $25,155,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Eagan Multi-family Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Eagan Multi-family Rev., 0.18% (Thomas Lake Place Apts. Proj.)
Series 2003 A1, LOC Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 269415GK5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
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Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
FANNIE MAE N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,325,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,325,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.08%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,325,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,325,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Hennepin County Hsg. & Redev. Auth. Multi-family Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Hennepin County Hsg. & Redev. Auth. Multi-family Rev., 0.22%
(Stone Arch Apts. Proj.) LOC Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 42552RAC8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor

Credit rating of the Guarantor
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FANNIE MAE N/A

N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,400,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,400,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.03%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,400,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,400,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Metropolitan Council Gen. Oblig. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Metropolitan Council Gen. Oblig. Rev., 0.15% Participating VRDN
Series Putters 3955, (Liquidity Facility JPMorgan Chase & Co.)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 46633V6J3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN
N/A
N/A
CHASE & CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $26,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $26,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.48%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $26,000,000.00
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Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $26,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Metropolitan Council Gen. Oblig. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Metropolitan Council Gen. Oblig. Rev., 0.15% Participating VRDN
Series Putters 3954, (Liquidity Facility JPMorgan Chase & Co.)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 46633V6G9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN
N/A
N/A
CHASE & CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,495,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,495,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.05%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,495,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,495,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Minneapolis & Saint Paul Hsg. & Redev. Auth. Health Care Sys. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Minneapolis & Saint Paul Hsg. & Redev. Auth. Health Care Sys.
Rev., 0.06% (Allina Health Sys. Proj.) Series 2007 C2, LOC Wells Fargo Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 603695FR3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
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Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
ASSN

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor

Credit rating of the
Guarantor

N/A

N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,450,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,450,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.06%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,450,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,450,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Minnesota Gen. Oblig.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Minnesota Gen. Oblig., 0.14% Participating VRDN Series WF 11
110C, (Liquidity Facility Wells Fargo Bank NA)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 94985N6R7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
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Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $9,415,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $9,415,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.17%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $9,415,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $9,415,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Minnesota Gen. Oblig.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Minnesota Gen. Oblig., 0.15% Participating VRDN Series Putters
3981, (Liquidity Facility JPMorgan Chase & Co.)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 46636YBH2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN
N/A
N/A
CHASE & CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
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Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,995,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,995,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.11%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,995,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,995,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Minnesota Office of Higher Ed.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Minnesota Office of Higher Ed., 0.13% Series 2008 B, LOC U.S.
Bank NA, Minnesota VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 60416MAE3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
US BANK NA
N/A
N/A
CINCINNATI OHIO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
US BANK NA CINCINNATI
N/A
OHIO

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,750,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,750,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.11%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
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Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,750,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,750,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Minnesota Office of Higher Ed.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Minnesota Office of Higher Ed., 0.15% Series 2011 A, LOC U.S.
Bank NA, Minnesota VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 60416MAX1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
US BANK NA
N/A
N/A
CINCINNATI OHIO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
US BANK NA CINCINNATI
N/A
OHIO

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $10,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $10,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.18%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $10,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $10,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Plymouth Multifamily Hsg. Rev.
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Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Plymouth Multifamily Hsg. Rev., 0.22% (Hbr. Lane Apts. Proj.)
Series 2003, LOC Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 729783AD2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
FANNIE MAE N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,850,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,850,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.03%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,850,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,850,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: St. Paul City Port Auth. District Heating Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): St. Paul City Port Auth. District Heating Rev., 0.27% Series 2009
8R, LOC Deutsche Bank AG VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 852298AS7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
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Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
DEUTSCHE BANK
N/A
N/A
AG
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
DEUTSCHE BANK AG N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,060,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,060,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.04%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,060,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,060,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: St. Paul Hsg. & Redev. Auth. Health Care Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): St. Paul Hsg. & Redev. Auth. Health Care Facilities Rev., 0.06%
(Allina Health Sys. Proj.) Series 2009 C, LOC Wells Fargo Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 792909BJ1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
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Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
N/A
ASSN

Credit rating of the Demand
Feature issuer
N/A

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,500,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,500,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.06%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,500,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,500,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: St. Paul Port Auth. District Cooling Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): St. Paul Port Auth. District Cooling Rev., 0.27% Series 2009
12EE, LOC Deutsche Bank AG VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 79303MBB4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
DEUTSCHE BANK
N/A
N/A
AG
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
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Credit rating of the Guarantor

DEUTSCHE BANK AG N/A

N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,350,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,350,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.02%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,350,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,350,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Jackson County Indl. Sewage Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Jackson County Indl. Sewage Facilities Rev., 0.18% (Chevron
U.S.A, Inc. Proj.) Series 1994 VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 467220AA7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CHEVRON CORP
N/A
N/A
NEW
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $18,100,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $18,100,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.33%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $18,100,000.00
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Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $18,100,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Curators of the Univ. of Missouri Sys. Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Curators of the Univ. of Missouri Sys. Facilities Rev., 0.10% Series
2006 B VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 231266CH8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
UNIVERSITY MO
N/A
N/A
UNIV REVS
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,200,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,200,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.06%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,200,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,200,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Kansas City Indl. Dev. Auth.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Kansas City Indl. Dev. Auth., 0.14% (Ewing Marion Kauffman
Foundation Prog.) VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 48503SAE9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
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Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature issuer Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
EWING MARION
N/A
N/A
KAUFFMAN FNDTN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,860,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,860,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.11%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,860,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,860,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Missouri Health & Edl. Facilities Auth. Edl. Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Missouri Health & Edl. Facilities Auth. Edl. Facilities Rev., 0.10%
(Washington Univ. Proj.) Series 2003 B, (Liquidity Facility U.S. Bank NA, Minnesot
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 606901N93
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
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Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
US BANK NA
N/A
N/A
CINCINNATI OHIO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? Yes
Type of
Enhancement
Designated NRSRO(s) for the enhancement
Credit rating of the
enhancement provider
or the enhancement provider
enhancement provider
OBLIGOR

WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY,MO

N/A

N/A

Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,585,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,585,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.10%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,585,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,585,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Missouri Health & Edl. Facilities Auth. Edl. Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Missouri Health & Edl. Facilities Auth. Edl. Facilities Rev., 0.11%
(Saint Louis Univ. Proj.) Series 2008 A2, LOC Wells Fargo Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 6069014R4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
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Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
ASSN

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor

Credit rating of the
Guarantor

N/A

N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,600,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,600,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.09%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,600,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,600,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Missouri Health & Edl. Facilities Auth. Edl. Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Missouri Health & Edl. Facilities Auth. Edl. Facilities Rev., 0.13%
(Saint Louis Univ. Proj.) Series 2008 A1, LOC Wells Fargo Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 6069014Q6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
N/A
ASSN

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,265,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,265,000.00
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Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.10%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,265,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,265,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Missouri Health & Edl. Facilities Auth. Edl. Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Missouri Health & Edl. Facilities Auth. Edl. Facilities Rev., 0.20%
Series 2011 B, LOC Bank of America NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 60636AAQ6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF
N/A
N/A
AMERICA NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
BANK OF AMERICA NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,500,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,500,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.06%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,500,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,500,000.00
Security
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Item 26. The name of the issuer: Missouri Health & Edl. Facilities Auth. Health Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Missouri Health & Edl. Facilities Auth. Health Facilities Rev.,
0.11% (SSM Health Care Proj.) Series 2010 E, LOC PNC Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 60635R7B7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
PNC BANK NA
N/A
N/A
PITTSBURGH PA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
PNC BANK NA PITTSBURGH
N/A
PA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $23,455,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $23,455,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.43%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $23,455,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $23,455,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Missouri Health & Edl. Facilities Auth. Health Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Missouri Health & Edl. Facilities Auth. Health Facilities Rev.,
0.12% (Bethesda Health Group, Inc. Proj.) Series 2009, LOC U.S. Bank NA, Minnesota VRD
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 60635R6C6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
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Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
US BANK NA
N/A
N/A
CINCINNATI OHIO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
US BANK NA CINCINNATI
OHIO

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor

Credit rating of the
Guarantor

N/A

N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $53,590,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $53,590,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.99%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $53,590,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $53,590,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Helena Higher Ed. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Helena Higher Ed. Rev., 0.12% (Carroll College Campus Hsg.
Proj.) LOC U.S. Bank NA, Minnesota VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 42312PAA7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
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Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
US BANK NA
N/A
N/A
CINCINNATI OHIO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
US BANK NA CINCINNATI
N/A
OHIO

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,770,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,770,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.05%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,770,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,770,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Montana Board Invt. Resource Recovery Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Montana Board Invt. Resource Recovery Rev., 0.18% (Colstrip
Proj.) Series 1989, LOC Union Bank of California VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 61213KAF7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
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UNION BANK OF
CALIFORNIA

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
UNION BANK OF
N/A
CALIFORNIA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,700,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,700,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.11%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,700,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,700,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Central Plains Energy Proj. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Central Plains Energy Proj. Rev., 0.14% (Nebraska Gas Proj.)
Series 2009, (Liquidity Facility Royal Bank of Canada) VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 154871BJ5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
ROYAL BANK OF
N/A
N/A
CANADA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $7,200,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $7,200,000.00
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Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.13%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $7,200,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $7,200,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Nebraska Edl. Fin. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Nebraska Edl. Fin. Auth. Rev., 0.14% (Creighton Univ. Proj.)
Series 2008, LOC JPMorgan Chase Bank VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 63966PSJ4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
N/A
NA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $20,910,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $20,910,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.39%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $20,910,000.00
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Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $20,910,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Omaha Spl. Oblig.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Omaha Spl. Oblig., 0.17% Participating VRDN Series DB 713,
(Liquidity Facility Deutsche Bank AG New York Branch)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 25154RRQ6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature issuer
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
DEUTSCHE BANK AG
N/A
N/A
NEW YORK BNCH
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,025,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,025,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.07%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,025,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,025,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Stanton County Indl. Dev. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Stanton County Indl. Dev. Rev., 0.19% (Nucor Corp. Proj.) Series
1996 VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 854743AD3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
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Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
NUCOR CORP
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,200,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,200,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.04%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,200,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,200,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Washington County Indl. Dev. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Washington County Indl. Dev. Rev., 0.13% (Cargill Dow Polymers
LLC Proj.) Series 2000, (Cargill, Inc. Guaranteed) (Dow Chemical Co. Guaranteed) LOC We
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 938115AA0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
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Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
NATL ASSN

Credit rating of the Demand
Feature issuer
N/A

CARGILL INC

N/A

N/A

DOW CHEMICAL CO

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
N/A
ASSN

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,600,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,600,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.09%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,600,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,600,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Clark County Arpt. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Clark County Arpt. Rev., 0.12% Series 2008 D 2B, LOC Royal
Bank of Canada VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 18085PNC4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
ROYAL BANK OF
N/A
N/A
CANADA
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Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
ROYAL BANK OF CANADA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,900,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,900,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.04%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,900,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,900,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Clark County Arpt. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Clark County Arpt. Rev., 0.13% Series 2008 D 2A, LOC Citibank
NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 18085PMX9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK NA
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
CITIBANK NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,900,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,900,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.04%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
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Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,900,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,900,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Clark County Arpt. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Clark County Arpt. Rev., 0.13% Series 2008 D1, LOC Citibank NA
VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 18085PKC7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK NA
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
CITIBANK NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $12,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $12,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.22%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $12,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $12,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Clark County Arpt. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Clark County Arpt. Rev., 0.15% Series 2011 B1, LOC Citibank NA
VRDN
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Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 18085PNG5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK NA
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
CITIBANK NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $11,300,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $11,300,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.21%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $11,300,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $11,300,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Clark County Arpt. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Clark County Arpt. Rev., 0.15% Series 2008 C1, LOC JPMorgan
Chase Bank VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 18085PJZ8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
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Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
N/A
NA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $21,150,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $21,150,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.39%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $21,150,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $21,150,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Clark County Indl. Dev. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Clark County Indl. Dev. Rev., 0.22% (Southwest Gas Corp. Proj.)
Series 2003 A, LOC Bank of America NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 181004CW0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
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Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
issuer
of the Demand Feature
BANK OF
N/A
AMERICA NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
BANK OF AMERICA NA N/A

Credit rating of the Demand
Feature issuer
N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,900,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,900,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.09%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,900,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,900,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Clark County McCarran Int'l. Arpt. Passenger Facility Charge Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Clark County McCarran Int'l. Arpt. Passenger Facility Charge
Rev., 0.15% Series 2010 F2, LOC Union Bank of California VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 181006FZ5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
UNION BANK OF
N/A
N/A
CALIFORNIA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
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Credit rating of the
Guarantor

UNION BANK OF
CALIFORNIA

N/A

N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,600,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,600,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.10%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,600,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,600,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Las Vegas Gen. Oblig.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Las Vegas Gen. Oblig., 0.16% Series 2006 C, LOC Lloyds TSB
Bank PLC VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 517696L81
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
LLOYDS TSB BANK
N/A
N/A
PLC (UNGTD)
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
LLOYDS TSB BANK PLC
N/A
(UNGTD)

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $17,430,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $17,430,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.32%
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Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $17,430,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $17,430,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Nevada Dept. of Bus. & Industry
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Nevada Dept. of Bus. & Industry, 0.15% (LVE Energy Partners
LLC Proj.) LOC Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corp. VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 25457VBN5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
SUMITOMO MITSUI
N/A
N/A
BKG CORP
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
SUMITOMO MITSUI BKG
N/A
CORP

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $16,095,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $16,095,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.30%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $16,095,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $16,095,000.00
Security
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Item 26. The name of the issuer: Manchester Arpt. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Manchester Arpt. Rev., 0.20% Series 2008, LOC RBS Citizens NA
VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 562334EA6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: Second Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
RBS CITIZENS NA N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
RBS CITIZENS NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $7,500,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $7,500,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.14%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $7,500,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $7,500,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: New Hampshire Bus. Fin. Auth. Resource Recovery Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): New Hampshire Bus. Fin. Auth. Resource Recovery Rev., 0.34%
(Wheelabrator Concord Co. LP Proj.) Series 1997 B, LOC Wells Fargo Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 64468LAN4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
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Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
N/A
ASSN

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,925,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,925,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.09%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,925,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,925,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: New Hampshire Health & Ed. Facilities Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): New Hampshire Health & Ed. Facilities Auth. Rev., 0.17% Series
2011 B, LOC Royal Bank of Canada VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 644614P45
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
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Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
ROYAL BANK OF
N/A
N/A
CANADA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
ROYAL BANK OF CANADA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.07%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Rutgers State Univ. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Rutgers State Univ. Rev., 0.11% Series 2009 G, (Liquidity Facility
U.S. Bank NA, Minnesota) VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 783186NB1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
US BANK NA
N/A
N/A
CINCINNATI OHIO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
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Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,800,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,800,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.03%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,800,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,800,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: New Mexico Muni. Energy Acquisition Auth. Gas Supply Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): New Mexico Muni. Energy Acquisition Auth. Gas Supply Rev.,
0.14% Series 2009, (Liquidity Facility Royal Bank of Canada) VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 647207AA7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
ROYAL BANK OF
N/A
N/A
CANADA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $24,400,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $24,400,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.45%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $24,400,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $24,400,000.00
Security
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Item 26. The name of the issuer: Long Island Pwr. Auth. Elec. Sys. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Long Island Pwr. Auth. Elec. Sys. Rev., 0.11% Series 2001 1B,
LOC State Street Bank & Trust Co., Boston VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 542690RU8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
STATE ST BK & TR CO
N/A
N/A
BOSTON
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
STATE ST BK & TR CO
N/A
BOSTON

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,300,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,300,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.02%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,300,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,300,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: New York City Gen. Oblig.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): New York City Gen. Oblig., 0.13% Series 2006 I6, LOC California
Teachers Retirement Sys. VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 64966FB29
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
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Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature issuer
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CALIFORNIA TEACHERS
N/A
N/A
RET SYSTEM
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
CALIFORNIA TEACHERS RET
SYSTEM

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor

Credit rating of the
Guarantor

N/A

N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $7,425,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $7,425,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.14%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $7,425,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $7,425,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: New York City Gen. Oblig.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): New York City Gen. Oblig., 0.28% Series 2004 H7, LOC KBC
Bank NV VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 64966CH38
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
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Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
KBC BANK NV
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
KBC BANK NV N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,900,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,900,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.05%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,900,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,900,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: New York City Hsg. Dev. Corp. Multi-family Hsg. Mtg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): New York City Hsg. Dev. Corp. Multi-family Hsg. Mtg. Rev., 0.15%
(Granite Terrace Apts.) Series A, LOC Citibank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 64966TAJ3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK NA
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
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Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
CITIBANK NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,060,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,060,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.08%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,060,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,060,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: New York City Hsg. Dev. Corp. Multi-family Mtg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): New York City Hsg. Dev. Corp. Multi-family Mtg. Rev., 0.12%
(Spring Creek Hsg. Proj.) Series 2006 A, LOC Freddie Mac VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 64970VEY5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FREDDIE MAC
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
FREDDIE MAC N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.06%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
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Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: New York City Hsg. Dev. Corp. Multi-family Mtg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): New York City Hsg. Dev. Corp. Multi-family Mtg. Rev., 0.15%
(Brookhaven Apts. Proj.) Series A, LOC Citibank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 64970VCN1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK NA
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
CITIBANK NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,300,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,300,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.06%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,300,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,300,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: New York City Hsg. Dev. Corp. Multi-family Rental Hsg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): New York City Hsg. Dev. Corp. Multi-family Rental Hsg. Rev.,
0.12% (Brittany Dev. Proj.) Series A, LOC Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 64970HAN4
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Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
FANNIE MAE N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $8,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $8,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.15%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $8,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $8,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: New York City Hsg. Dev. Corp. Multi-family Rental Hsg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): New York City Hsg. Dev. Corp. Multi-family Rental Hsg. Rev.,
0.12% (West 43rd Street Proj.) Series 1999 A, LOC Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 64970HAL8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
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Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
FANNIE MAE N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.09%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: New York City Hsg. Dev. Corp. Multi-family Rental Hsg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): New York City Hsg. Dev. Corp. Multi-family Rental Hsg. Rev.,
0.13% (Rivereast Apts. Proj.) Series A, LOC Freddie Mac VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 64970HCM4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FREDDIE MAC
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
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Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
FREDDIE MAC N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $45,850,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $45,850,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.85%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $45,850,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $45,850,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: New York City Indl. Dev. Agcy. Civic Facility Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): New York City Indl. Dev. Agcy. Civic Facility Rev., 0.11%
(American Civil Liberties Union Foundation, Inc. Proj.) Series 2005, LOC JPMorgan Chase Bank
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 64971C3V4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
N/A
NA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $250,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $250,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.00%
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Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $250,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $250,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: New York City Muni. Wtr. Fin. Auth. Wtr. & Swr. Sys. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): New York City Muni. Wtr. Fin. Auth. Wtr. & Swr. Sys. Rev., 0.11%
Series 2011 DD-3B, (Liquidity Facility California Teachers Retirement Sys.) VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 64972FX50
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature issuer
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CALIFORNIA TEACHERS
N/A
N/A
RET SYSTEM
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $7,010,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $7,010,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.13%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $7,010,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $7,010,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: New York City Muni. Wtr. Fin. Auth. Wtr. & Swr. Sys. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): New York City Muni. Wtr. Fin. Auth. Wtr. & Swr. Sys. Rev., 0.13%
Series 2006 AA1, (Liquidity Facility California Teachers Retirement Sys.) (Liquidity
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Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 64970K7Z4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature issuer
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CALIFORNIA TEACHERS
N/A
N/A
RET SYSTEM
STATE ST BK & TR CO
BOSTON

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $28,340,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $28,340,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.52%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $28,340,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $28,340,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: New York City Muni. Wtr. Fin. Auth. Wtr. & Swr. Sys. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): New York City Muni. Wtr. Fin. Auth. Wtr. & Swr. Sys. Rev., 0.15%
Participating VRDN Series Putters 3231Z, (Liquidity Facility JPMorgan Chase Bank)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 46632PMW0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
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Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $7,175,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $7,175,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.13%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $7,175,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $7,175,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: New York City Muni. Wtr. Fin. Auth. Wtr. & Swr. Sys. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): New York City Muni. Wtr. Fin. Auth. Wtr. & Swr. Sys. Rev., 0.18%
Series 2003 F2, (Liquidity Facility Bayerische Landesbank Girozentrale) VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 64970KYY7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
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BAYERISCHE
LANDESBANK (GTD)

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,800,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,800,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.07%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,800,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,800,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: New York City Muni. Wtr. Fin. Auth. Wtr. & Swr. Sys. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): New York City Muni. Wtr. Fin. Auth. Wtr. & Swr. Sys. Rev., 0.30%
Series FF, (Liquidity Facility KBC Bank NV) VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 64972F2J4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
KBC BANK NV NY
N/A
N/A
BRANCH
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $40,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $40,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.74%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
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Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $40,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $40,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: New York City Transitional Fin. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): New York City Transitional Fin. Auth. Rev., 0.14% Participating
VRDN Series ROC II R 11903, (Liquidity Facility Citibank NA)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 64971QBN2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK NA
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,200,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,200,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.06%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,200,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,200,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: New York City Transitional Fin. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): New York City Transitional Fin. Auth. Rev., 0.14% Participating
VRDN Series ROC II R 11902, (Liquidity Facility Citibank NA)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 64971QBL6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
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Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK NA
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,800,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,800,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.07%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,800,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,800,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: New York City Transitional Fin. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): New York City Transitional Fin. Auth. Rev., 0.15% Participating
VRDN Series Putters 3545, (Liquidity Facility JPMorgan Chase Bank)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 46633VDF3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
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Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,860,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,860,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.11%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,860,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,860,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: New York Dorm. Auth. Revs.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): New York Dorm. Auth. Revs., 0.14% Participating VRDN Series
EGL 07 0002, (Liquidity Facility Citibank NA)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 64983PKL4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK NA
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $12,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $12,000,000.00
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Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.22%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $12,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $12,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: New York Dorm. Auth. Revs.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): New York Dorm. Auth. Revs., 0.14% Participating VRDN Series
ROC II R 11535, (Liquidity Facility Citibank NA)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 64983PUY5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK NA
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,140,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,140,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.02%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,140,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,140,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: New York Dorm. Auth. Revs.
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Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): New York Dorm. Auth. Revs., 0.14% Participating VRDN Series
EGL 07 0066, (Liquidity Facility Citibank NA)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 64983PLC3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK NA
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $15,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $15,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.28%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $15,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $15,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: New York Dorm. Auth. Revs.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): New York Dorm. Auth. Revs., 0.14% (Pratt Institute Proj.) Series
2009 A, LOC TD Banknorth, NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 6499038Q7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
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Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
TD BANK NA
N/A
N/A
WILMINGTON DE
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
TD BANK NA WILMINGTON
N/A
DE

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $9,300,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $9,300,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.17%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $9,300,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $9,300,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: New York Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): New York Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Rev., 0.07% (44th Street Dev. LLC
Proj.) Series 2011 A2, LOC Wells Fargo Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 64986UFK8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
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Demand Feature
issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
NATL ASSN

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
provider of the Demand Feature

Credit rating of the Demand
Feature issuer

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
N/A
ASSN

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $23,425,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $23,425,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.43%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $23,425,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $23,425,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: New York Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): New York Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Rev., 0.12% (West 33rd Street Hsg.
Proj.) Series A, LOC Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 64986MNG6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
FANNIE MAE N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A
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Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $8,700,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $8,700,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.16%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $8,700,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $8,700,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: New York Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): New York Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Rev., 0.13% (150 East 44th Street Hsg.
Proj.) Series 2000 A, LOC Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 64986MLH6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
FANNIE MAE N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.06%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,000,000.00
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Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: New York Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): New York Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Rev., 0.13% (750 Sixth Avenue Hsg.
Proj.) Series 1999 A, LOC Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 64986MFP5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
FANNIE MAE N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,800,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,800,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.11%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,800,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,800,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: New York Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): New York Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Rev., 0.18% (Parkledge Apts. Housing
Proj.) Series A, LOC Freddie Mac VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 64986MPL3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
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Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FREDDIE MAC
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
FREDDIE MAC N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $8,700,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $8,700,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.16%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $8,700,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $8,700,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Charlotte Wtr. & Swr. Sys. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Charlotte Wtr. & Swr. Sys. Rev., 0.10% Series 2006 B, (Liquidity
Facility Wells Fargo Bank NA) VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 161045FL8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
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Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,055,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,055,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.09%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,055,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,055,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Charlotte Wtr. & Swr. Sys. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Charlotte Wtr. & Swr. Sys. Rev., 0.10% Series 2002 B, (Liquidity
Facility Wells Fargo Bank NA) VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 161045EK1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
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Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,140,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,140,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.04%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,140,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,140,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Gaston County Indl. Facilities & Poll. Cont. Fing. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Gaston County Indl. Facilities & Poll. Cont. Fing. Auth. Rev.,
0.23% (Duke Energy Corp. Proj.) Series 1999 VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 367302AY2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: Second Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature issuer
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
DUKE ENERGY
N/A
N/A
CORP(CAROLINAS LLC
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.07%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,000,000.00
Security
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Item 26. The name of the issuer: New Hanover County Hosp. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): New Hanover County Hosp. Rev., 0.19% (New Hanover Reg'l.
Med. Ctr. Proj.) Series 2008 A, LOC RBC Centura Bank, Rocky Mount VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 644804CF1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: Second Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
RBC BK USA
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
RBC BK USA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,650,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,650,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.09%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,650,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,650,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: North Carolina Cap. Facilities Fin. Agcy. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): North Carolina Cap. Facilities Fin. Agcy. Rev., 0.14% Participating
VRDN Series Putters 3333, (Liquidity Facility JPMorgan Chase Bank)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 46632PXH1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
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Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,500,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,500,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.03%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,500,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,500,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: North Carolina Cap. Facilities Fin. Agcy. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): North Carolina Cap. Facilities Fin. Agcy. Rev., 0.14% Participating
VRDN Series EGL 7050060, (Liquidity Facility Citibank NA)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 65819GCG1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
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Demand Feature
issuer
CITIBANK NA

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
of the Demand Feature
N/A

Credit rating of the Demand
Feature issuer
N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $23,150,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $23,150,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.43%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $23,150,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $23,150,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: North Carolina Cap. Facilities Fin. Agcy. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): North Carolina Cap. Facilities Fin. Agcy. Rev., 0.15% Participating
VRDN Series Putters 3248, (Liquidity Facility JPMorgan Chase Bank)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 46632PPD9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,550,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,550,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.07%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
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Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,550,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,550,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: North Carolina Med. Care Commission Health Care Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): North Carolina Med. Care Commission Health Care Facilities
Rev., 0.13% (WakeMed Proj.) Series 2009 B, LOC Wells Fargo Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 65821DCS8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
N/A
ASSN

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $7,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $7,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.13%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $7,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $7,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Piedmont Triad Arpt. Auth.
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Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Piedmont Triad Arpt. Auth., 0.13% Series 2008 B, LOC Branch
Banking & Trust Co. VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 720248GU1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BRANCH BANKING AND
N/A
N/A
TRUST CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
BRANCH BANKING AND TRUST
N/A
CO

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $8,300,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $8,300,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.15%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $8,300,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $8,300,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Rockingham County Indl. Facilities & Poll. Cont. Fing. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Rockingham County Indl. Facilities & Poll. Cont. Fing. Auth. Rev.,
0.22% (Pine Brick Co., Inc. Proj.) Series 2000, LOC Branch Banking & Trust Co. VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 773445AL5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
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Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BRANCH BANKING AND
N/A
N/A
TRUST CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
BRANCH BANKING AND TRUST
CO

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor

Credit rating of the
Guarantor

N/A

N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,450,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,450,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.05%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,450,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,450,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Wake County Gen. Oblig.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Wake County Gen. Oblig., 0.10% Series 2003 C, (Liquidity Facility
Wells Fargo Bank NA) VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 930863XS9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
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Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,440,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,440,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.06%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,440,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,440,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Allen County Hosp. Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Allen County Hosp. Facilities Rev., 0.10% (Catholic Healthcare
Partners Proj.) Series 2010 C, LOC Bank of Nova Scotia New York Branch VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 01757LDW3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF NOVA
N/A
N/A
SCOTIA NY BRH
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
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Guarantor
BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA NY
BRH

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor

Credit rating of the
Guarantor

N/A

N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,100,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,100,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.11%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,100,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,100,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Allen County Hosp. Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Allen County Hosp. Facilities Rev., 0.14% (Catholic Healthcare
Partners Proj.) Series 2008 B, LOC JPMorgan Chase Bank VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 01757LCQ7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
N/A
NA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $9,400,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $9,400,000.00
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Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.17%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $9,400,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $9,400,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Alliance Hosp. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Alliance Hosp. Rev., 0.17% (Alliance Obligated Group Proj.)
Series 2003, LOC JPMorgan Chase Bank VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 018744AA0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
N/A
NA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $7,905,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $7,905,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.15%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $7,905,000.00
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Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $7,905,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Cleveland-Cuyahoga County Port Auth. Edl. Facility Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Cleveland-Cuyahoga County Port Auth. Edl. Facility Rev., 0.16%
(Laurel School Proj.) Series 2008, LOC JPMorgan Chase Bank VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 186102AB5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
N/A
NA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $10,550,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $10,550,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.19%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $10,550,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $10,550,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Ohio Air Quality Dev. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Ohio Air Quality Dev. Auth. Rev., 0.16% (Dayton Pwr. & Lt. Co.
Proj.) Series 2008 A, LOC JPMorgan Chase Bank VRDN
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Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 677525SY4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
N/A
NA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,700,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,700,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.03%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,700,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,700,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Ohio Air Quality Dev. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Ohio Air Quality Dev. Auth. Rev., 0.40% (Cincinnati Gas & Elec.
Co. Proj.) Series A VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 677525LW5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
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Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: Second Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature issuer Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CINCINNATI GAS &
N/A
N/A
ELECT(DUKE OH
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.09%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Ohio Higher Edl. Facility Commission Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Ohio Higher Edl. Facility Commission Rev., 0.12% (Cleveland
Clinic Foundation Proj.) Series 2008 B4 VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 67756AH96
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
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Demand Feature issuer
CLEVELAND CLINIC
FOUNDTN (THE)

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
provider of the Demand Feature

Credit rating of the Demand
Feature issuer

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $9,950,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $9,950,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.18%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $9,950,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $9,950,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Ohio Higher Edl. Facility Commission Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Ohio Higher Edl. Facility Commission Rev., 0.13% Series 2008
B1, LOC U.S. Bank NA, Minnesota VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 67756BVM9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
US BANK NA
N/A
N/A
CINCINNATI OHIO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
US BANK NA CINCINNATI
N/A
OHIO

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,500,000.00
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Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,500,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.12%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,500,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,500,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Ohio Hosp. Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Ohio Hosp. Facilities Rev., 0.15% Participating VRDN Series
Putters 3551, (Liquidity Facility JPMorgan Chase Bank)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 46633VDT3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $10,435,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $10,435,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.19%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $10,435,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $10,435,000.00
Security
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Item 26. The name of the issuer: Ohio Wtr. Dev. Auth. Poll. Cont. Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Ohio Wtr. Dev. Auth. Poll. Cont. Facilities Rev., 0.10%
(FirstEnergy Corp. Proj.) Series 2006 A, LOC UBS AG VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 677660SX1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
UBS AG
N/A
N/A
STAMFORD BRH
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
UBS AG STAMFORD BRH N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $27,940,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $27,940,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.52%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $27,940,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $27,940,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Ohio Wtr. Dev. Auth. Poll. Cont. Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Ohio Wtr. Dev. Auth. Poll. Cont. Facilities Rev., 0.10% Series 2010
C, LOC UBS AG VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 677660TZ5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
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Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
UBS AG
N/A
N/A
STAMFORD BRH
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
UBS AG STAMFORD BRH N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.07%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Ohio Wtr. Dev. Auth. Poll. Cont. Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Ohio Wtr. Dev. Auth. Poll. Cont. Facilities Rev., 0.14% (First
Energy Nuclear Generation Corp. Proj.) Series 2006 B, LOC Wells Fargo Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 677660SZ6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
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Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
N/A
ASSN

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,236,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,236,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.02%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,236,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,236,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Twinsburg Indl. Dev. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Twinsburg Indl. Dev. Rev., 0.16% (United Stationers Supply Co.
Proj.) LOC PNC Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 901807AZ0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
PNC BANK NA
N/A
N/A
PITTSBURGH PA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
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Guarantor
PNC BANK NA PITTSBURGH
PA

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor

Credit rating of the
Guarantor

N/A

N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.02%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Oklahoma Dev. Fin. Auth.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Oklahoma Dev. Fin. Auth., 0.20% (Duncan Reg'l. Hosp. Proj.)
Series 2008, LOC Bank of America NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 67909PBG9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF
N/A
N/A
AMERICA NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
BANK OF AMERICA NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.06%
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Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Oklahoma Dev. Fin. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Oklahoma Dev. Fin. Auth. Rev., 0.14% (ConocoPhillips Co. Proj.)
VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 678908ZE7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CONOCOPHILLIPS
N/A
N/A
INC
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $9,300,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $9,300,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.17%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $9,300,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $9,300,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Oklahoma St Tpk. Auth. Tpk. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Oklahoma St Tpk. Auth. Tpk. Rev., 0.14% Participating VRDN
Series ROC II R 11985 1 (Liquidity Facility Citibank NA)
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Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 679111UY8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK NA
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $8,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $8,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.15%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $8,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $8,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Multnomah County Hosp. Facilities Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Multnomah County Hosp. Facilities Auth. Rev., 0.13% (Mirabella
at South Waterfront Proj.) Series 2008 A, LOC Bank of Scotland PLC VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 62551PBK2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
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Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF SCOTLAND
N/A
N/A
PLC (UNGTD)
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
BANK OF SCOTLAND PLC
N/A
(UNGTD)

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $127,880,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $127,880,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 2.36%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $127,880,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $127,880,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Oregon Econ. Dev. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Oregon Econ. Dev. Rev., 0.19% (Cascade Steel Co. Proj.) Series
176, LOC Wells Fargo Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 686076DQ0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
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WELLS FARGO BK
NATL ASSN

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
N/A
ASSN

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,400,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,400,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.03%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,400,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,400,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Oregon Gen. Oblig.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Oregon Gen. Oblig., 0.14% Participating VRDN Series WF11 57
C, (Liquidity Facility Wells Fargo Bank NA)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 94985NV57
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,925,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,925,000.00
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Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.11%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,925,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,925,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Oregon Health and Science Univ. Spl. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Oregon Health and Science Univ. Spl. Rev., 0.12% Series 2009
B1, LOC U.S. Bank NA, Minnesota VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 685869CQ0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
US BANK NA
N/A
N/A
CINCINNATI OHIO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
US BANK NA CINCINNATI
N/A
OHIO

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,735,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,735,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.03%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,735,000.00
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Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,735,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Allegheny County Hosp. Dev. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Allegheny County Hosp. Dev. Auth. Rev., 0.14% (Jefferson Reg'l.
Med. Ctr.) Series 2010 A, LOC PNC Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 01728AZ41
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
PNC BANK NA
N/A
N/A
PITTSBURGH PA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
PNC BANK NA PITTSBURGH
N/A
PA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $8,750,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $8,750,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.16%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $8,750,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $8,750,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Allegheny County Indl. Dev. Auth. Health & Hsg. Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Allegheny County Indl. Dev. Auth. Health & Hsg. Facilities Rev.,
0.13% (Longwood at Oakmont, Inc. Proj.) Series 2001 B, LOC PNC Bank NA VRDN
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Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 017300AF1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
PNC BANK NA
N/A
N/A
PITTSBURGH PA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
PNC BANK NA PITTSBURGH
N/A
PA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.07%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Allegheny County Indl. Dev. Auth. Health & Hsg. Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Allegheny County Indl. Dev. Auth. Health & Hsg. Facilities Rev.,
0.17% (Longwood at Oakmont, Inc. Proj.) Series 2008 B, LOC Citizens Bank of Pennsylva
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 017300AD6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
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Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: Second Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature issuer Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIZENS BANK OF
N/A
N/A
PENNSYLVANIA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
CITIZENS BANK OF
N/A
PENNSYLVANIA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $24,885,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $24,885,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.46%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $24,885,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $24,885,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Allegheny County Indl. Dev. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Allegheny County Indl. Dev. Auth. Rev., 0.18% (Union Elec. Steel
Co. Proj.) Series 1996 A, LOC PNC Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 017292RW5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
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Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
PNC BANK NA
N/A
N/A
PITTSBURGH PA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
PNC BANK NA PITTSBURGH
N/A
PA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.02%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Beaver County Indl. Dev. Auth. Poll. Cont. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Beaver County Indl. Dev. Auth. Poll. Cont. Rev., 0.11%
(Pennsylvania Elec. Co. Proj.) Series 2005 B, LOC UBS AG VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 074876HB2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
UBS AG
N/A
N/A
STAMFORD BRH
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
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Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
UBS AG STAMFORD BRH N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $12,450,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $12,450,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.23%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $12,450,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $12,450,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Beaver County Indl. Dev. Auth. Poll. Cont. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Beaver County Indl. Dev. Auth. Poll. Cont. Rev., 0.12%
(FirstEnergy Nuclear Generation Corp. Proj.) Series 2006 A, LOC UBS AG VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 074876FZ1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
UBS AG
N/A
N/A
STAMFORD BRH
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
UBS AG STAMFORD BRH N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $8,400,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $8,400,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.16%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
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Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $8,400,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $8,400,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Chester County Indl. Dev. Auth. Student Hsg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Chester County Indl. Dev. Auth. Student Hsg. Rev., 0.15% (Univ.
Student Hsg., LLC Proj. at West Chester Univ.) Series 2003, LOC Fed. Home Ln. Bank Pit
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 16559PAC9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature issuer Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FEDERAL HOME LN BK
N/A
N/A
PITTSBURG
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
FEDERAL HOME LN BK
N/A
PITTSBURG

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $11,700,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $11,700,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.22%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $11,700,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $11,700,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Chester County Indl. Dev. Auth. Student Hsg. Rev.
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Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Chester County Indl. Dev. Auth. Student Hsg. Rev., 0.19% Series
2008 A, LOC Citizens Bank of Pennsylvania VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 16559PAD7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature issuer Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIZENS BANK OF
N/A
N/A
PENNSYLVANIA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
CITIZENS BANK OF
N/A
PENNSYLVANIA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,480,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,480,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.08%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,480,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,480,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Chester County Intermediate Unit Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Chester County Intermediate Unit Rev., 0.14% Series 2003, LOC
PNC Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 165600AA5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
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Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
PNC BANK NA
N/A
N/A
PITTSBURGH PA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
PNC BANK NA PITTSBURGH
PA

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor

Credit rating of the
Guarantor

N/A

N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,500,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,500,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.03%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,500,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,500,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Delaware County Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Delaware County Auth. Rev., 0.19% (White Horse Village Proj.)
Series 2008, LOC Citizens Bank of Pennsylvania VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 245913JD1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
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Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature issuer Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIZENS BANK OF
N/A
N/A
PENNSYLVANIA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
CITIZENS BANK OF
N/A
PENNSYLVANIA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,190,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,190,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.02%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,190,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,190,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Delaware County Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Delaware County Auth. Rev., 0.19% (White Horse Village Proj.)
Series 2006 B, LOC Citizens Bank of Pennsylvania VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 245913HJ0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature issuer Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
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CITIZENS BANK OF
PENNSYLVANIA

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
CITIZENS BANK OF
N/A
PENNSYLVANIA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,975,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,975,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.05%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,975,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,975,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Delaware County Indl. Dev. Auth. Arpt. Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Delaware County Indl. Dev. Auth. Arpt. Facilities Rev., 0.10%
(United Parcel Svc. Proj.) Series 1985, (United Parcel Svc., Inc. Guaranteed) VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 245903AA7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
UNITED PARCEL
N/A
N/A
SERVICE INC
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
N/A
INC
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Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $18,120,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $18,120,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.33%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $18,120,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $18,120,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Harveys Lake Gen. Muni. Auth.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Harveys Lake Gen. Muni. Auth., 0.14% (Misericordia Univ. Proj.)
LOC PNC Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 417846AA0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
PNC BANK NA
N/A
N/A
PITTSBURGH PA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
PNC BANK NA PITTSBURGH
N/A
PA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $8,755,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $8,755,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.16%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
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Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $8,755,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $8,755,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Lehigh County Gen. Purp. Hosp. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Lehigh County Gen. Purp. Hosp. Rev., 0.17% (Lehigh Valley
Health Network Proj.) Series 2008 C, LOC Bank of America NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 52480GAA2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF
N/A
N/A
AMERICA NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
BANK OF AMERICA NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,645,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,645,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.05%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,645,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,645,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Montgomery County Redev. Auth. Multi-family Hsg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Montgomery County Redev. Auth. Multi-family Hsg. Rev., 0.14%
(Brookside Manor Apts. Proj.) Series 2001 A, LOC Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates V
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Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 613643AT2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
FANNIE MAE N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,930,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,930,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.09%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,930,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,930,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Pennsylvania Econ. Dev. Fing. Auth. Indl. Dev. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Pennsylvania Econ. Dev. Fing. Auth. Indl. Dev. Rev., 0.25% Series
2004 D3, LOC PNC Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 708684SK2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
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Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-03
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-03
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
PNC BANK NA
N/A
N/A
PITTSBURGH PA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
PNC BANK NA PITTSBURGH
N/A
PA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $400,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $400,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.01%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $400,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $400,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Pennsylvania Econ. Dev. Fing. Auth. Indl. Dev. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Pennsylvania Econ. Dev. Fing. Auth. Indl. Dev. Rev., 0.25% Series
1997 B2, LOC PNC Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 708684MF9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
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Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
PNC BANK NA
N/A
PITTSBURGH PA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
PNC BANK NA PITTSBURGH
N/A
PA

Credit rating of the Demand
Feature issuer
N/A

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $300,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $300,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.01%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $300,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $300,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Pennsylvania Higher Edl. Facilities Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Pennsylvania Higher Edl. Facilities Auth. Rev., 0.12% (Indiana
Univ. of Pennsylvania Student Hsg. Proj.) Series 2008, LOC Fed. Home Ln. Bank Pittsburg
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 70917RXC4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature issuer Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FEDERAL HOME LN BK
N/A
N/A
PITTSBURG
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
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Credit rating of the
Guarantor

FEDERAL HOME LN BK
PITTSBURG

N/A

N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $8,415,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $8,415,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.16%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $8,415,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $8,415,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Pennsylvania Higher Edl. Facilities Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Pennsylvania Higher Edl. Facilities Auth. Rev., 0.14% (Holy
Family Univ. Proj.) Series 2008, LOC TD Banknorth, NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 70917RTA3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
TD BANK NA
N/A
N/A
WILMINGTON DE
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
TD BANK NA WILMINGTON
N/A
DE

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,055,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,055,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.04%
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Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,055,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,055,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Pennsylvania Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Single Family Mtg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Pennsylvania Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Single Family Mtg. Rev., 0.11%
Series 2005-91B, (Liquidity Facility Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates) (Liquidity Fa
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 708793LZ5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
FREDDIE MAC

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,900,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,900,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.09%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,900,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,900,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Pennsylvania Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Single Family Mtg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Pennsylvania Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Single Family Mtg. Rev., 0.12%
Series 2004 85B, (Liquidity Facility Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates) (Liquidity Fa
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Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 708793FC3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FREDDIE MAC
N/A
N/A
FANNIE MAE

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,770,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,770,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.13%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,770,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,770,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Pennsylvania Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Single Family Mtg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Pennsylvania Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Single Family Mtg. Rev., 0.12%
Series 2004 85C, (Liquidity Facility Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates) (Liquidity Fa
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 708793FD1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
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Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
FREDDIE MAC

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,500,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,500,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.12%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,500,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,500,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Pennsylvania Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Single Family Mtg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Pennsylvania Hsg. Fin. Agcy. Single Family Mtg. Rev., 0.12%
Series 2004 83C, (Liquidity Facility Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates) (Liquidity Fa
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 708793DD3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
FREDDIE MAC

N/A

N/A
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Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,105,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,105,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.11%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,105,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,105,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Philadelphia Gas Works Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Philadelphia Gas Works Rev., 0.09% (1998 Gen. Ordinance Proj.)
Eighth Series B, LOC Wells Fargo Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 7178232P2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
N/A
ASSN

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $41,580,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $41,580,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.77%
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Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $41,580,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $41,580,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Scranton-Lackawanna Health & Welfare Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Scranton-Lackawanna Health & Welfare Auth. Rev., 0.14%
(Cmnty. Med. Ctr. Proj.) Series 2002, LOC PNC Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 810694H69
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
PNC BANK NA
N/A
N/A
PITTSBURGH PA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
PNC BANK NA PITTSBURGH
N/A
PA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $13,860,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $13,860,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.26%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $13,860,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $13,860,000.00
Security
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Item 26. The name of the issuer: Southeastern Pennsylvania Trans. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Southeastern Pennsylvania Trans. Auth. Rev., 0.13% Series
2007, LOC PNC Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 842039AB5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
PNC BANK NA
N/A
N/A
PITTSBURGH PA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
PNC BANK NA PITTSBURGH
N/A
PA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $24,460,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $24,460,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.45%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $24,460,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $24,460,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Rhode Island Health and Edl. Bldg. Corp. Higher Ed. Facility Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Rhode Island Health and Edl. Bldg. Corp. Higher Ed. Facility Rev.,
0.20% (Roger Williams Univ. Proj.) Series 2008 B, LOC Bank of America NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 762197CM1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
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Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF
N/A
N/A
AMERICA NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
BANK OF AMERICA NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,600,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,600,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.05%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,600,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,600,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Rhode Island Student Ln. Auth. Student Ln. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Rhode Island Student Ln. Auth. Student Ln. Rev., 0.13% Series
2008 B4, LOC State Street Bank & Trust Co., Boston VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 762315JB6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
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Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
STATE ST BK & TR CO
N/A
N/A
BOSTON
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
STATE ST BK & TR CO
N/A
BOSTON

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $13,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $13,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.24%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $13,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $13,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Rhode Island Student Ln. Auth. Student Ln. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Rhode Island Student Ln. Auth. Student Ln. Rev., 0.13% Series
2008 B3, LOC State Street Bank & Trust Co., Boston VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 762315JA8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
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STATE ST BK & TR CO
N/A
BOSTON

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
STATE ST BK & TR CO
N/A
BOSTON

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $7,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $7,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.13%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $7,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $7,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Rhode Island Student Ln. Auth. Student Ln. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Rhode Island Student Ln. Auth. Student Ln. Rev., 0.13% Series
2008 B1, LOC State Street Bank & Trust Co., Boston VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 762315HY8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
STATE ST BK & TR CO
N/A
N/A
BOSTON
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
STATE ST BK & TR CO
N/A
BOSTON
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Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $10,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $10,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.18%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $10,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $10,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Darlington County Indl. Dev. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Darlington County Indl. Dev. Rev., 0.25% (Nucor Corp. Proj.)
Series 2003 A VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 237277BN7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
NUCOR CORP
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.07%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,000,000.00
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Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Oconee County Poll. Cont. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Oconee County Poll. Cont. Rev., 0.23% (Duke Energy Corp. Proj.)
Series 1999 B VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 675594AH8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: Second Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature issuer
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
DUKE ENERGY
N/A
N/A
CORP(CAROLINAS LLC
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $9,500,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $9,500,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.18%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $9,500,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $9,500,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: South Carolina Jobs-Econ. Dev. Auth. Indl. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): South Carolina Jobs-Econ. Dev. Auth. Indl. Rev., 0.19% (South
Carolina Generating Co., Inc. Proj.) Series 2008, LOC Branch Banking & Trust Co. VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 83703RAE6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
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Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BRANCH BANKING AND
N/A
N/A
TRUST CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
BRANCH BANKING AND TRUST
N/A
CO

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,465,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,465,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.10%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,465,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,465,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: South Carolina Jobs-Econ. Dev. Auth. Indl. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): South Carolina Jobs-Econ. Dev. Auth. Indl. Rev., 0.19% (South
Carolina Elec. & Gas Co. Proj.) Series 2008, LOC Branch Banking & Trust Co. VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 83703RAF3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
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Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BRANCH BANKING AND
N/A
N/A
TRUST CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
BRANCH BANKING AND TRUST
N/A
CO

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $7,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $7,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.13%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $7,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $7,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: South Carolina Pub. Svc. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): South Carolina Pub. Svc. Auth. Rev., 0.13% Participating VRDN
Series Solar 07 70, (Liquidity Facility U.S. Bank NA, Minnesota)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 27884FVZ0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
US BANK NA
N/A
N/A
CINCINNATI OHIO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
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Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $20,405,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $20,405,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.38%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $20,405,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $20,405,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Blount County Pub. Bldg. Auth.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Blount County Pub. Bldg. Auth., 0.15% (Local Govt. Pub. Impt.
Proj.) Series 2009 E8A, LOC Branch Banking & Trust Co. VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 095175TB1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BRANCH BANKING AND
N/A
N/A
TRUST CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
BRANCH BANKING AND TRUST
N/A
CO

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,445,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,445,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.03%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
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Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,445,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,445,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Clarksville Pub. Bldg. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Clarksville Pub. Bldg. Auth. Rev., 0.25% (Tennessee Muni. Bond
Fund Proj.) Series 2003, LOC Bank of America NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 182564AW4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF
N/A
N/A
AMERICA NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
BANK OF AMERICA NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $32,030,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $32,030,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.59%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $32,030,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $32,030,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Clarksville Pub. Bldg. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Clarksville Pub. Bldg. Auth. Rev., 0.25% (Tennessee Muni. Bond
Fund Proj.) Series 2004, LOC Bank of America NA VRDN
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Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 182564AX2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF
N/A
N/A
AMERICA NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
BANK OF AMERICA NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $17,680,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $17,680,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.33%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $17,680,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $17,680,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Clarksville Pub. Bldg. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Clarksville Pub. Bldg. Auth. Rev., 0.25% (Tennessee Muni. Bond
Fund Proj.) Series 2001, LOC Bank of America NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 182564AV6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
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Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF
N/A
N/A
AMERICA NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
BANK OF AMERICA NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $35,125,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $35,125,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.65%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $35,125,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $35,125,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Clarksville Pub. Bldg. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Clarksville Pub. Bldg. Auth. Rev., 0.25% (Tennessee Muni. Bond
Fund Proj.) Series 2008, LOC Bank of America NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 182564BA1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
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Demand Feature
issuer
BANK OF
AMERICA NA

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
of the Demand Feature

Credit rating of the Demand
Feature issuer

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
BANK OF AMERICA NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $148,740,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $148,740,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 2.75%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $148,740,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $148,740,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Clarksville Pub. Bldg. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Clarksville Pub. Bldg. Auth. Rev., 0.25% (Tennessee Muni. Bond
Fund Proj.) Series 2005, LOC Bank of America NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 182564AY0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF
N/A
N/A
AMERICA NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
BANK OF AMERICA NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
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Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $50,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $50,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.92%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $50,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $50,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Knox County Health Edl. & Hsg. Facilities Board Hosp. Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Knox County Health Edl. & Hsg. Facilities Board Hosp. Facilities
Rev., 0.11% (Catholic Healthcare Partners Proj.) Series 2008 B, LOC U.S. Bank NA, Min
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 499523VL9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
US BANK NA
N/A
N/A
CINCINNATI OHIO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
US BANK NA CINCINNATI
N/A
OHIO

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.09%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
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Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Loudon Indl. Dev. Board Solid Waste Disp. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Loudon Indl. Dev. Board Solid Waste Disp. Rev., 0.19% (Tate &
Lyle Ingredients Americas, Inc. Proj.) Series 2006, LOC Rabobank Nederland VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 545844AA0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature issuer
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
RABOBANK NEDERLAND
N/A
N/A
COOP CENTL
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
RABOBANK NEDERLAND COOP
N/A
CENTL

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.04%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Montgomery County Pub. Bldg. Auth. Pooled Fing. Rev.
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Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Montgomery County Pub. Bldg. Auth. Pooled Fing. Rev., 0.25%
(Tennessee County Ln. Pool Prog.) Series 2006, LOC Bank of America NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 613679AF6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF
N/A
N/A
AMERICA NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
BANK OF AMERICA NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $38,150,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $38,150,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.70%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $38,150,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $38,150,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Montgomery County Pub. Bldg. Auth. Pooled Fing. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Montgomery County Pub. Bldg. Auth. Pooled Fing. Rev., 0.25%
(Tennessee County Ln. Pool Prog.) Series 2002, LOC Bank of America NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 613679AD1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
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Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF
N/A
N/A
AMERICA NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
BANK OF AMERICA NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $32,780,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $32,780,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.61%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $32,780,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $32,780,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Montgomery County Pub. Bldg. Auth. Pooled Fing. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Montgomery County Pub. Bldg. Auth. Pooled Fing. Rev., 0.25%
(Tennessee County Ln. Pool Prog.) Series 2004, LOC Bank of America NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 613679AE9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
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Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
issuer
of the Demand Feature
BANK OF
N/A
AMERICA NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
BANK OF AMERICA NA N/A

Credit rating of the Demand
Feature issuer
N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $28,800,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $28,800,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.53%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $28,800,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $28,800,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Montgomery County Pub. Bldg. Auth. Pooled Fing. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Montgomery County Pub. Bldg. Auth. Pooled Fing. Rev., 0.30%
(Tennessee County Ln. Pool Prog.) Series 1999, LOC Bank of America NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 613679AC3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF
N/A
N/A
AMERICA NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
BANK OF AMERICA NA N/A
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Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,200,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,200,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.02%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,200,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,200,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Austin Arpt. Sys. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Austin Arpt. Sys. Rev., 0.15% Series 2005 4, LOC Royal Bank of
Canada New York Branch VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 052398DU5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature issuer Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
ROYAL BK OF CDA NEW
N/A
N/A
YORK BRH
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
ROYAL BK OF CDA NEW YORK
N/A
BRH

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $7,125,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $7,125,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.13%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
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Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $7,125,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $7,125,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Austin Arpt. Sys. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Austin Arpt. Sys. Rev., 0.17% Series 2005 1, LOC JPMorgan
Chase Bank VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 052398DR2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
N/A
NA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.09%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Board of Regents of The Texas A&M Univ. Sys. Permanent Univ. Fund
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Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Board of Regents of The Texas A&M Univ. Sys. Permanent Univ.
Fund, 0.14% Participating VRDN Series WF 10 53C, (Liquidity Facility Wells Fargo Bank NA)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 94985NZR5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,555,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,555,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.10%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,555,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,555,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Brazos River Auth. Poll. Cont. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Brazos River Auth. Poll. Cont. Rev., 0.16% (Texas Utils. Elec. Co.
Proj.) Series 2001 D2, LOC Citibank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 106213GG0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
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Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK NA
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
CITIBANK NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $62,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $62,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 1.15%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $62,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $62,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Brazos River Auth. Poll. Cont. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Brazos River Auth. Poll. Cont. Rev., 0.16% (Texas Utils. Energy
Co. Proj.) Series 2002 A, LOC Citibank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 106213FV8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
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CITIBANK NA

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
CITIBANK NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $27,100,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $27,100,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.50%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $27,100,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $27,100,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Brazos River Hbr. Navigation District of Brazoria County Envir. Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Brazos River Hbr. Navigation District of Brazoria County Envir.
Facilities Rev., 0.18% (Merey Sweeny LP Proj.) Series 2000 A, LOC JPMorgan Chase Bank
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 10623NAB1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
N/A
NA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $12,300,000.00
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Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $12,300,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.23%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $12,300,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $12,300,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Brazos River Hbr. Navigation District of Brazoria County Envir. Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Brazos River Hbr. Navigation District of Brazoria County Envir.
Facilities Rev., 0.18% (Merey Sweeny LP Proj.) Series 2002 A, LOC JPMorgan Chase Bank
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 10623NAF2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
N/A
NA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $12,500,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $12,500,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.23%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $12,500,000.00
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Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $12,500,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Brownsville Util. Sys. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Brownsville Util. Sys. Rev., 0.13% Participating VRDN Series
Solar 06 68, (Liquidity Facility U.S. Bank NA, Minnesota)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 27884FFW5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
US BANK NA
N/A
N/A
CINCINNATI OHIO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,400,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,400,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.12%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,400,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,400,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Calhoun Port Auth. Envir. Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Calhoun Port Auth. Envir. Facilities Rev., 0.17% (Formosa Plastics
Corp. Texas Proj.) Series 2007 A, LOC PNC Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 129884AC6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
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Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
PNC BANK NA
N/A
N/A
PITTSBURGH PA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
PNC BANK NA PITTSBURGH
PA

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor

Credit rating of the
Guarantor

N/A

N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,700,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,700,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.05%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,700,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,700,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Converse Hsg. Fin. Corp. Multi-family Hsg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Converse Hsg. Fin. Corp. Multi-family Hsg. Rev., 0.16% (Town
Square Apts. Proj.) LOC Citibank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 212536AA4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
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Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK NA
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
CITIBANK NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $13,865,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $13,865,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.26%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $13,865,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $13,865,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Cypress-Fairbanks Independent School District
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Cypress-Fairbanks Independent School District, 0.13%
Participating VRDN Series 86TP, (Liquidity Facility Wells Fargo & Co.)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 232760XH6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO &
N/A
N/A
CO NEW
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Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,620,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,620,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.12%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,620,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,620,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Dallas Area Rapid Transit Sales Tax Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Dallas Area Rapid Transit Sales Tax Rev., 0.14% Participating
VRDN Series ROC II R 12317, (Liquidity Facility Citibank NA)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 235241LU8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK NA
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,400,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,400,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.12%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,400,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,400,000.00
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Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Dallas Performing Arts Cultural Facilities Corp. Cultural Facility Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Dallas Performing Arts Cultural Facilities Corp. Cultural Facility
Rev., 0.14% (Dallas Ctr. for the Performing Arts Foundation, Inc. Proj.) Series 200
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 235364AD8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
N/A
NA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $10,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $10,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.18%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $10,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $10,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Dallas Performing Arts Cultural Facilities Corp. Cultural Facility Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Dallas Performing Arts Cultural Facilities Corp. Cultural Facility
Rev., 0.25% (Dallas Ctr. for the Performing Arts Foundation, Inc. Proj.) Series 200
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 235364AC0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
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Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF
N/A
N/A
AMERICA NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
BANK OF AMERICA NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $50,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $50,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.92%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $50,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $50,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Dallas/Fort Worth Int'l. Arpt. Facility Impt. Corp. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Dallas/Fort Worth Int'l. Arpt. Facility Impt. Corp. Rev., 0.11%
(United Parcel Svc., Inc. Proj.) Series 2002 VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 235035BJ0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
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Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
UNITED PARCEL
N/A
N/A
SERVICE INC
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $17,250,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $17,250,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.32%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $17,250,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $17,250,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Frisco Independent School District
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Frisco Independent School District, 0.14% Participating VRDN
Series WF 11 1C, (Liquidity Facility Wells Fargo Bank NA)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 94985NA68
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
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Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,895,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,895,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.13%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,895,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,895,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Greater East Texas Higher Ed. Auth. Student Ln. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Greater East Texas Higher Ed. Auth. Student Ln. Rev., 0.14%
Series 1995 B, LOC State Street Bank & Trust Co., Boston VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 391693BB3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
STATE ST BK & TR CO
N/A
N/A
BOSTON
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
STATE ST BK & TR CO
N/A
BOSTON

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $8,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $8,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.15%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
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Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $8,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $8,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Greater East Texas Higher Ed. Auth. Student Ln. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Greater East Texas Higher Ed. Auth. Student Ln. Rev., 0.14%
Series 1993 B, LOC State Street Bank & Trust Co., Boston VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 391693AY4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
STATE ST BK & TR CO
N/A
N/A
BOSTON
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
STATE ST BK & TR CO
N/A
BOSTON

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $18,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $18,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.33%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $18,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $18,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Greater Texas Student Ln. Corp. Student Ln. Rev.
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Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Greater Texas Student Ln. Corp. Student Ln. Rev., 0.14% Series
1998 A, LOC State Street Bank & Trust Co., Boston VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 392376AC3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
STATE ST BK & TR CO
N/A
N/A
BOSTON
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
STATE ST BK & TR CO
N/A
BOSTON

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $10,250,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $10,250,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.19%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $10,250,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $10,250,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Gulf Coast Waste Disp. Auth. Envir. Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Gulf Coast Waste Disp. Auth. Envir. Facilities Rev., 0.09% (Exxon
Mobil Proj.) Series 2000, (Exxon Mobil Corp. Guaranteed) VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 40222PAD4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
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Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
EXXON MOBIL
N/A
N/A
CORP
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
EXXON MOBIL CORP N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $18,100,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $18,100,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.33%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $18,100,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $18,100,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Harris County Cultural Ed. Facilities Fin. Corp. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Harris County Cultural Ed. Facilities Fin. Corp. Rev., 0.15%
(YMCA of the Greater Houston Area Proj.) Series 2008 A, LOC JPMorgan Chase Bank VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 414009AA8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
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Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
N/A
NA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,925,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,925,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.13%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,925,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,925,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Harris County Cultural Ed. Facilities Fin. Corp. Spl. Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Harris County Cultural Ed. Facilities Fin. Corp. Spl. Facilities Rev.,
0.14% (Texas Med. Ctr. Proj.) Series 2008 A, LOC JPMorgan Chase Bank VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 414010AE8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
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JPMORGAN CHASE
BANK NA

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
N/A
NA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,035,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,035,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.11%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,035,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,035,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Harris County Cultural Ed. Facilities Fin. Corp. Spl. Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Harris County Cultural Ed. Facilities Fin. Corp. Spl. Facilities Rev.,
0.14% (Texas Med. Ctr. Proj.) Series 2008 B2, LOC JPMorgan Chase Bank VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 414010AC2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
N/A
NA
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Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $15,990,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $15,990,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.30%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $15,990,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $15,990,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Harris County Cultural Ed. Facilities Fin. Corp. Spl. Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Harris County Cultural Ed. Facilities Fin. Corp. Spl. Facilities Rev.,
0.14% (Texas Med. Ctr. Proj.) Series 2008 B1, LOC JPMorgan Chase Bank VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 414010AA6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
N/A
NA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,725,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,725,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.11%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
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Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,725,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,725,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Harris County Health Facilities Dev. Corp. Hosp. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Harris County Health Facilities Dev. Corp. Hosp. Rev., 0.14%
(Baylor College of Medicine Proj.) Series 2007 B, LOC JPMorgan Chase Bank VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 414152RQ3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
N/A
NA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $7,090,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $7,090,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.13%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $7,090,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $7,090,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Harris County Health Facilities Dev. Corp. Hosp. Rev.
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Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Harris County Health Facilities Dev. Corp. Hosp. Rev., 0.18%
(Baylor College of Medicine Proj.) Series 2007 A, LOC Bank of America NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 414152SJ8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF
N/A
N/A
AMERICA NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
BANK OF AMERICA NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,800,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,800,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.05%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,800,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,800,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Harris County Hsg. Fin. Corp. Multi-family Hsg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Harris County Hsg. Fin. Corp. Multi-family Hsg. Rev., 0.16%
(Lafayette Village Apts. Proj.) Series 2006, LOC Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates VR
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 414158SU0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
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Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
FANNIE MAE N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,900,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,900,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.13%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,900,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,900,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Harris County Indl. Dev. Corp. Solid Waste Disp. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Harris County Indl. Dev. Corp. Solid Waste Disp. Rev., 0.16%
(Deer Park Refining Ltd. Partnership Proj.) Series 2002 VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 414191AV8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
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Demand Feature
issuer
DEER PARK
REFINING LP

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
of the Demand Feature

Credit rating of the Demand
Feature issuer

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $124,700,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $124,700,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 2.30%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $124,700,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $124,700,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Lovejoy Independent School District
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Lovejoy Independent School District, 0.17% Participating VRDN
Series DB 514, (Liquidity Facility Deutsche Bank AG)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 25154LWE0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
DEUTSCHE BANK
N/A
N/A
AG
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,200,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,200,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.06%
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Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,200,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,200,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Lower Neches Valley Auth. Indl. Dev. Corp. Exempt Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Lower Neches Valley Auth. Indl. Dev. Corp. Exempt Facilities
Rev., 0.09% (ExxonMobil Proj.) Series 2001 B2, (Exxon Mobil Corp. Guaranteed) VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 54834RAF6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
EXXON MOBIL
N/A
N/A
CORP
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
EXXON MOBIL CORP N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $17,780,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $17,780,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.33%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $17,780,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $17,780,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Lower Neches Valley Auth. Indl. Dev. Corp. Exempt Facilities Rev.
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Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Lower Neches Valley Auth. Indl. Dev. Corp. Exempt Facilities
Rev., 0.28% (Onyx Envir. Svcs. Proj.) Series 2003, LOC Bank of America NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 54834RAD1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF
N/A
N/A
AMERICA NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
BANK OF AMERICA NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $8,610,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $8,610,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.16%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $8,610,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $8,610,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: North East Texas Independent School District
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): North East Texas Independent School District, 0.13% Participating
VRDN Series Solar 07 101, (Liquidity Facility U.S. Bank NA, Minnesota)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 27884FYM6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
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Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
US BANK NA
N/A
N/A
CINCINNATI OHIO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $8,385,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $8,385,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.15%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $8,385,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $8,385,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Northwest Texas Independent School District
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Northwest Texas Independent School District, 0.18% Participating
VRDN Series ROC II R 11539, (Liquidity Facility Deutsche Postbank AG)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 667825WF6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
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Demand Feature
issuer
DEUTSCHE
POSTBANK AG

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
of the Demand Feature

Credit rating of the Demand
Feature issuer

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,550,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,550,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.10%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,550,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,550,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Port Arthur Navigation District Envir. Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Port Arthur Navigation District Envir. Facilities Rev., 0.14% Series
2010 D VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 735220AX3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
MOTIVA
N/A
N/A
ENTERPRISES LLC
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $17,800,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $17,800,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.33%
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Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $17,800,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $17,800,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Port Arthur Navigation District Envir. Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Port Arthur Navigation District Envir. Facilities Rev., 0.21% (Motiva
Enterprises LLC Proj.) Series 2004 VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 735220AG0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
MOTIVA
N/A
N/A
ENTERPRISES LLC
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $13,840,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $13,840,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.26%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $13,840,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $13,840,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Port Arthur Navigation District Indl. Dev. Corp. Exempt Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Port Arthur Navigation District Indl. Dev. Corp. Exempt Facilities
Rev., 0.10% (Air Products Proj.) VRDN
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Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 733508AE5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
AIR PRODUCTS &
N/A
N/A
CHEMICALS INC
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,900,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,900,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.11%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,900,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,900,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Port Arthur Navigation District Indl. Dev. Corp. Exempt Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Port Arthur Navigation District Indl. Dev. Corp. Exempt Facilities
Rev., 0.10% (Air Products Proj.) Series 2005, (Air Products & Chemicals, Inc. Guara
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 733508AD7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
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Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
AIR PRODUCTS &
N/A
N/A
CHEMICALS INC
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS
N/A
INC

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $8,300,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $8,300,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.15%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $8,300,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $8,300,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Port Arthur Navigation District Indl. Dev. Corp. Exempt Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Port Arthur Navigation District Indl. Dev. Corp. Exempt Facilities
Rev., 0.14% (Air Products Proj.) Series 2002 VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 733508AC9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
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AIR PRODUCTS &
CHEMICALS INC

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $8,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $8,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.15%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $8,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $8,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Red River Ed. Fin. Corp. Ed. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Red River Ed. Fin. Corp. Ed. Rev., 0.13% (Texas Christian Univ.
Proj.) VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 756872DU8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
TEXAS CHRISTIAN
N/A
N/A
UNIV, TX
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $26,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $26,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.48%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
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Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $26,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $26,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Riesel Indl. Dev. Corp.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Riesel Indl. Dev. Corp., 0.17% (Sandy Creek Energy Assoc. Proj.)
LOC Cr. Suisse Group VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 766511AA7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CREDIT SUISSE
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
CREDIT SUISSE N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,500,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,500,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.06%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,500,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,500,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: San Antonio Indl. Dev. Auth. Indl. Dev. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): San Antonio Indl. Dev. Auth. Indl. Dev. Rev., 0.18% (Tindall Corp.
Proj.) Series 2008 A, LOC Wells Fargo Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 796294BZ8
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Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
N/A
ASSN

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,700,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,700,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.03%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,700,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,700,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Terrell Dev. Corp. Indl. Dev. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Terrell Dev. Corp. Indl. Dev. Rev., 0.28% (Consolidated Sys. Proj.)
LOC Wells Fargo Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 881397AA1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
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Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-03
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-03
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
N/A
ASSN

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $600,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $600,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.01%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $600,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $600,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Texas A&M Univ. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Texas A&M Univ. Rev., 0.14% Participating VRDN Series ROC II
R 11920, (Liquidity Facility Citibank NA)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 8821355N2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
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Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
issuer
of the Demand Feature
CITIBANK NA
N/A

Credit rating of the Demand
Feature issuer
N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,900,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,900,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.05%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,900,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,900,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Emery County Poll. Cont. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Emery County Poll. Cont. Rev., 0.14% (PacifiCorp Proj.) Series
1994, LOC Wells Fargo Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 291147CE4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
N/A
ASSN

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $7,300,000.00
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Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $7,300,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.13%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $7,300,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $7,300,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Murray City Hosp. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Murray City Hosp. Rev., 0.14% (IHC Health Svcs., Inc. Proj.)
Series 2005 A, (Liquidity Facility JPMorgan Chase Bank) VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 626853CF0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? Yes
Type of
Enhancement
Designated NRSRO(s) for the enhancement or
Credit rating of the
enhancement provider
the enhancement provider
enhancement provider
OBLIGOR

IHC HEALTH
SERVICES INC

N/A

N/A

Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $8,885,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $8,885,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.16%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $8,885,000.00
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Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $8,885,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Riverton Hosp. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Riverton Hosp. Rev., 0.15% Participating VRDN Series Putters
1762, (Liquidity Facility JPMorgan Chase & Co.)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 769369AB5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN
N/A
N/A
CHASE & CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $30,800,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $30,800,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.57%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $30,800,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $30,800,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Utah Hsg. Corp. Single Family Mtg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Utah Hsg. Corp. Single Family Mtg. Rev., 0.16% Series 2002 E,
(Liquidity Facility Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates) (Liquidity Facility Freddie
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 917436CK1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
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Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FREDDIE MAC
N/A
N/A
FANNIE MAE

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,125,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,125,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.09%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,125,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,125,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Utah Hsg. Corp. Single Family Mtg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Utah Hsg. Corp. Single Family Mtg. Rev., 0.16% Series 2005 A,
(Liquidity Facility Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates) (Liquidity Facility Freddie
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 917436MU8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
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Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FREDDIE MAC
N/A
N/A
FANNIE MAE

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,060,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,060,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.11%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,060,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,060,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Utah Hsg. Corp. Single Family Mtg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Utah Hsg. Corp. Single Family Mtg. Rev., 0.16% Series 2005 H,
(Liquidity Facility Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates) (Liquidity Facility Freddie
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 917436SE8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FREDDIE MAC
N/A
N/A
FANNIE MAE

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,690,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,690,000.00
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Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.09%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,690,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,690,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Utah Hsg. Corp. Single Family Mtg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Utah Hsg. Corp. Single Family Mtg. Rev., 0.16% Series 2004 F,
(Liquidity Facility Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates) (Liquidity Facility Freddie
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 917436KT3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
FREDDIE MAC

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,400,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,400,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.04%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,400,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,400,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Utah Hsg. Corp. Single Family Mtg. Rev.
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Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Utah Hsg. Corp. Single Family Mtg. Rev., 0.16% Series 2004 D,
(Liquidity Facility Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates) (Liquidity Facility Freddie
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 917436JU2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FREDDIE MAC
N/A
N/A
FANNIE MAE

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $8,875,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $8,875,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.16%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $8,875,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $8,875,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Utah Hsg. Corp. Single Family Mtg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Utah Hsg. Corp. Single Family Mtg. Rev., 0.16% Series 2006 F,
(Liquidity Facility Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates) (Liquidity Facility Freddie
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 917436VY0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
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Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FREDDIE MAC
N/A
N/A
FANNIE MAE

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $8,130,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $8,130,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.15%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $8,130,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $8,130,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Utah Hsg. Corp. Single Family Mtg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Utah Hsg. Corp. Single Family Mtg. Rev., 0.16% Series 2005 F,
(Liquidity Facility Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates) (Liquidity Facility Freddie
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 917436RA7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
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FREDDIE MAC

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $7,185,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $7,185,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.13%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $7,185,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $7,185,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Utah Hsg. Corp. Single Family Mtg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Utah Hsg. Corp. Single Family Mtg. Rev., 0.16% Series 2002 C2,
(Liquidity Facility Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates) (Liquidity Facility Freddie
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 917436BJ5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
FREDDIE MAC

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,515,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,515,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.12%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
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Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,515,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,515,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Utah Hsg. Corp. Single Family Mtg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Utah Hsg. Corp. Single Family Mtg. Rev., 0.17% Series 2004 C,
(Liquidity Facility Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates) (Liquidity Facility Freddie
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 917436JF5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FREDDIE MAC
N/A
N/A
FANNIE MAE

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,085,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,085,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.09%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,085,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,085,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Utah Hsg. Fin. Agcy.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Utah Hsg. Fin. Agcy., 0.16% Series 2000 C, (Liquidity Facility
Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates) (Liquidity Facility Freddie Mac) VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 91755NUT0
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Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
FREDDIE MAC

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,730,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,730,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.09%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,730,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,730,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Utah State Board of Regents Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Utah State Board of Regents Rev., 0.13% Participating VRDN
Series Solar 06 140, (Liquidity Facility U.S. Bank NA, Minnesota)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 27884FPE4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
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Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
US BANK NA
N/A
N/A
CINCINNATI OHIO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,050,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,050,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.11%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,050,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,050,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Albemarle County Econ. Dev. Auth. Hosp. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Albemarle County Econ. Dev. Auth. Hosp. Rev., 0.13% (Martha
Jefferson Hosp. Proj.) Series 2008 A, LOC Branch Banking & Trust Co. VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 012663AB6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BRANCH BANKING AND
N/A
N/A
TRUST CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
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Credit rating of the
Guarantor

BRANCH BANKING AND TRUST
CO

N/A

N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $7,900,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $7,900,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.15%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $7,900,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $7,900,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Albemarle County Econ. Dev. Auth. Hosp. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Albemarle County Econ. Dev. Auth. Hosp. Rev., 0.13% (Martha
Jefferson Hosp. Proj.) Series 2008 B, LOC Branch Banking & Trust Co. VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 012663AC4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BRANCH BANKING AND
N/A
N/A
TRUST CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
BRANCH BANKING AND TRUST
N/A
CO

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.11%
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Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Albemarle Econ. Dev. Auth. Health Svcs. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Albemarle Econ. Dev. Auth. Health Svcs. Rev., 0.18% (The Univ.
of Virginia Health Svcs. Foundation Proj.) Series 2009, LOC Bank of America NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 01266QAA7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF
N/A
N/A
AMERICA NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
BANK OF AMERICA NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $7,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $7,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.13%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $7,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $7,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Arlington County Indl. Dev. Auth. Multi-family Hsg. Rev.
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Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Arlington County Indl. Dev. Auth. Multi-family Hsg. Rev., 0.35%
(Gates of Ballston Apts.) LOC RBC Centura Bank, Rocky Mount VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 04144PDS9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
RBC BK USA
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
RBC BK USA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $700,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $700,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.01%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $700,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $700,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Hanover County Econ. Dev. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Hanover County Econ. Dev. Auth. Rev., 0.12% (Bon Secours
Health Sys. Proj.) Series 2008 D1, LOC Citibank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 41077RAD4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
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Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK NA
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
CITIBANK NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $265,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $265,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.00%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $265,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $265,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: King George County Indl. Dev. Auth. Exempt Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): King George County Indl. Dev. Auth. Exempt Facilities Rev.,
0.14% (Birchwood Pwr. Partners Proj.) Series 1996 A, LOC Bank of Nova Scotia New York Bran
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 49548WAD7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
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Demand Feature
issuer
BANK OF NOVA
SCOTIA NY BRH

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
provider of the Demand Feature

Credit rating of the Demand
Feature issuer

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA NY
N/A
BRH

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $9,200,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $9,200,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.17%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $9,200,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $9,200,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: King George County Indl. Dev. Auth. Exempt Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): King George County Indl. Dev. Auth. Exempt Facilities Rev.,
0.14% (Birchwood Pwr. Partners Proj.) Series 1997, LOC Bank of Nova Scotia New York Branch
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 49548WAE5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF NOVA
N/A
N/A
SCOTIA NY BRH
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
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Credit rating of the
Guarantor

BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA NY
BRH

N/A

N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $9,300,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $9,300,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.17%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $9,300,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $9,300,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: King George County Indl. Dev. Auth. Exempt Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): King George County Indl. Dev. Auth. Exempt Facilities Rev.,
0.14% (Birchwood Pwr. Partners Proj.) Series 1995, LOC Bank of Nova Scotia New York Branch
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 49548WAC9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF NOVA
N/A
N/A
SCOTIA NY BRH
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA NY
N/A
BRH

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $7,500,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $7,500,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.14%
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Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $7,500,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $7,500,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: King George County Indl. Dev. Auth. Exempt Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): King George County Indl. Dev. Auth. Exempt Facilities Rev.,
0.19% (Birchwood Pwr. Partners Proj.) Series 1994 A, LOC Bank of Nova Scotia New York Bran
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 49548WAA3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF NOVA
N/A
N/A
SCOTIA NY BRH
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA NY
N/A
BRH

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $8,645,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $8,645,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.16%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $8,645,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $8,645,000.00
Security
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Item 26. The name of the issuer: King George County Indl. Dev. Auth. Exempt Facilities Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): King George County Indl. Dev. Auth. Exempt Facilities Rev.,
0.19% (Birchwood Pwr. Partners Proj.) Series 1994 B, LOC Bank of Nova Scotia New York Bran
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 49548WAB1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF NOVA
N/A
N/A
SCOTIA NY BRH
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA NY
N/A
BRH

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $9,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $9,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.17%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $9,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $9,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Norfolk Econ. Dev. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Norfolk Econ. Dev. Auth. Rev., 0.13% (Bon Secours Health Sys.
Proj.) Series 2008 D1, LOC Citibank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 65588QAF2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
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Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK NA
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor

Credit rating of the Guarantor

CITIBANK NA N/A

N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $740,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $740,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.01%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $740,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $740,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Petersburg Indl. Dev. Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Petersburg Indl. Dev. Auth. Rev., 0.33% (Rebar Hldgs. LLC Proj.)
LOC Wells Fargo Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 716310AA5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
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Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
N/A
ASSN

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,900,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,900,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.04%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,900,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,900,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Richmond Pub. Util. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Richmond Pub. Util. Rev., 0.14% Participating VRDN Series ROC
II R 10410, (Liquidity Facility Citibank NA)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 765433GR2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK NA
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
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Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,870,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,870,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.03%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,870,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,870,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Virginia Commonwealth Univ. Health Sys. Auth.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Virginia Commonwealth Univ. Health Sys. Auth., 0.12% Series
2008 A, LOC Branch Banking & Trust Co. VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 92778LAF7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BRANCH BANKING AND
N/A
N/A
TRUST CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
BRANCH BANKING AND TRUST
N/A
CO

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,950,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,950,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.04%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
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Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,950,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,950,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Virginia Commonwealth Univ. Health Sys. Auth.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Virginia Commonwealth Univ. Health Sys. Auth., 0.13% Series
2008 B, LOC Branch Banking & Trust Co. VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 92778LAD2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BRANCH BANKING AND
N/A
N/A
TRUST CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
BRANCH BANKING AND TRUST
N/A
CO

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $14,580,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $14,580,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.27%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $14,580,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $14,580,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Virginia Commonwealth Univ. Health Sys. Auth.
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Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Virginia Commonwealth Univ. Health Sys. Auth., 0.13% Series
2008 C, LOC Branch Banking & Trust Co. VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 92778LAE0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BRANCH BANKING AND
N/A
N/A
TRUST CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
BRANCH BANKING AND TRUST
N/A
CO

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $14,275,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $14,275,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.26%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $14,275,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $14,275,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Virginia Hsg. Dev. Auth. Commonwealth Mtg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Virginia Hsg. Dev. Auth. Commonwealth Mtg. Rev., 0.27%
Participating VRDN Series BA 1047, (Liquidity Facility Bank of America NA)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 05248PRU1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
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Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF
N/A
N/A
AMERICA NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,600,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,600,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.10%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,600,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,600,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: King County Gen. Oblig.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): King County Gen. Oblig., 0.15% Participating VRDN Series
Putters 3924, (Liquidity Facility JPMorgan Chase & Co.)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 46633V3P2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
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Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN
N/A
N/A
CHASE & CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $8,400,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $8,400,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.16%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $8,400,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $8,400,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: King County Swr. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): King County Swr. Rev., 0.14% Participating VRDN Series ROC II
R 11962, (Liquidity Facility Citibank NA)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 495289YQ7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK NA
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,200,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,200,000.00
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Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.04%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,200,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,200,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Washington Econ. Dev. Fin. Auth. Econ. Dev. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Washington Econ. Dev. Fin. Auth. Econ. Dev. Rev., 0.17% (Mount
Ainstar Resort Proj.) Series 2003 C, LOC U.S. Bank NA, Minnesota VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 939758BR8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
US BANK NA
N/A
N/A
CINCINNATI OHIO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
US BANK NA CINCINNATI
N/A
OHIO

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $17,895,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $17,895,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.33%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $17,895,000.00
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Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $17,895,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Washington Health Care Facilities Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Washington Health Care Facilities Auth. Rev., 0.14% (Southwest
Washington Med. Ctr.) Series 2008 A, LOC Union Bank of California VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 93978E8A3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
UNION BANK OF
N/A
N/A
CALIFORNIA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
UNION BANK OF
N/A
CALIFORNIA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,600,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,600,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.12%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,600,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,600,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Washington Hsg. Fin. Commission Multi-family Hsg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Washington Hsg. Fin. Commission Multi-family Hsg. Rev., 0.15%
(Cedar Ridge Retirement Proj.) Series 2005 A, LOC Wells Fargo Bank NA VRDN
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Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 93978REL3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
N/A
ASSN

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,500,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,500,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.05%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,500,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,500,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Washington Hsg. Fin. Commission Multi-family Hsg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Washington Hsg. Fin. Commission Multi-family Hsg. Rev., 0.15%
(Merrill Gardens at Tacoma Proj.) Series 2006 A, LOC Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certifica
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 93978REN9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
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Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
FANNIE MAE N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $17,640,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $17,640,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.33%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $17,640,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $17,640,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Washington Hsg. Fin. Commission Nonprofit Hsg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Washington Hsg. Fin. Commission Nonprofit Hsg. Rev., 0.13%
(Horizon House Proj.) Series 2005, LOC Wells Fargo Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 939783PU4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
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Demand Feature
issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
NATL ASSN

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
provider of the Demand Feature

Credit rating of the Demand
Feature issuer

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
N/A
ASSN

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,785,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,785,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.09%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,785,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,785,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: District of Columbia Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): District of Columbia Rev., 0.14% (Medlantic/Helix Proj.) Series
1998 A Tranche I, LOC Wells Fargo Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 254839RX3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
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Credit rating of the
Guarantor

WELLS FARGO BK NATL
ASSN

N/A

N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $39,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $39,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.72%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $39,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $39,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Metropolitan Washington DC Arpts. Auth. Sys. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Metropolitan Washington DC Arpts. Auth. Sys. Rev., 0.19%
Participating VRDN Series Putters 1691, (Liquidity Facility Deutsche Bank AG New York Branch)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 592646UR2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature issuer
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
DEUTSCHE BANK AG
N/A
N/A
NEW YORK BNCH
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $435,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $435,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.01%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
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Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $435,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $435,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Metropolitan Washington DC Arpts. Auth. Sys. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Metropolitan Washington DC Arpts. Auth. Sys. Rev., 0.19%
Participating VRDN Series DB 505, (Liquidity Facility Deutsche Bank AG)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 25154LLN2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
DEUTSCHE BANK
N/A
N/A
AG
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,290,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,290,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.06%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,290,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,290,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Metropolitan Washington DC Arpts. Auth. Sys. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Metropolitan Washington DC Arpts. Auth. Sys. Rev., 0.24%
Participating VRDN Series Putters 3967 Z, (Liquidity Facility JPMorgan Chase Bank)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 46633V7S2
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Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.09%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Marion County Solid Waste Disp. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Marion County Solid Waste Disp. Rev., 0.15% (Grant Town
Cogeneration Proj.) Series 1990 D, LOC Deutsche Bank AG VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 569413AD9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
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Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
DEUTSCHE BANK
N/A
N/A
AG
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
DEUTSCHE BANK AG N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,900,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,900,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.04%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,900,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,900,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Marion County Solid Waste Disp. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Marion County Solid Waste Disp. Rev., 0.15% (Grant Town
Cogeneration Proj.) Series 1990 B, LOC Deutsche Bank AG VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 569413AB3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
DEUTSCHE BANK
N/A
N/A
AG
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
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Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
DEUTSCHE BANK AG N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,215,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,215,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.08%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,215,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,215,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Marion County Solid Waste Disp. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Marion County Solid Waste Disp. Rev., 0.15% (Grant Town
Cogeneration Proj.) Series 1990 C, LOC Deutsche Bank AG VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 569413AC1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
DEUTSCHE BANK
N/A
N/A
AG
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
DEUTSCHE BANK AG N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $8,700,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $8,700,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.16%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
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Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $8,700,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $8,700,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: West Virginia Hosp. Fin. Auth. Hosp. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): West Virginia Hosp. Fin. Auth. Hosp. Rev., 0.15% (West Virginia
United Health Sys. Proj.) Series 2008 B, LOC JPMorgan Chase Bank VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 956622YD0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
N/A
NA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $19,615,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $19,615,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.36%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $19,615,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $19,615,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: West Virginia Hosp. Fin. Auth. Hosp. Rev.
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Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): West Virginia Hosp. Fin. Auth. Hosp. Rev., 0.15% (Cabell
Huntington Hosp. Proj.) Series 2008 B, LOC Branch Banking & Trust Co. VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 956622YV0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BRANCH BANKING AND
N/A
N/A
TRUST CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
BRANCH BANKING AND TRUST
N/A
CO

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $13,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $13,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.24%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $13,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $13,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: West Virginia Hosp. Fin. Auth. Hosp. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): West Virginia Hosp. Fin. Auth. Hosp. Rev., 0.15% (West Virginia
United Health Sys. Proj.) Series 2009 B, LOC Branch Banking & Trust Co. VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 956622YX6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
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Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BRANCH BANKING AND
N/A
N/A
TRUST CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
BRANCH BANKING AND TRUST
CO

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor

Credit rating of the
Guarantor

N/A

N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,700,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,700,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.09%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,700,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,700,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: West Virginia Hosp. Fin. Auth. Hosp. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): West Virginia Hosp. Fin. Auth. Hosp. Rev., 0.18% (West Virginia
United Health Sys. Obligated Group Proj.) Series 2008 A, LOC Bank of America NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 956622YE8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
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Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
BANK OF
N/A
N/A
AMERICA NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
BANK OF AMERICA NA N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $11,215,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $11,215,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.21%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $11,215,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $11,215,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: West Virgnia Econ. Dev. Auth. Enenery
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): West Virgnia Econ. Dev. Auth. Enenery, 0.17% (Morgantown
Energy Associates Proj.) Series 2011, LOC Union Bank of California VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 95649BAA0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
UNION BANK OF
N/A
N/A
CALIFORNIA
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Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
UNION BANK OF
N/A
CALIFORNIA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,640,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,640,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.07%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,640,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,640,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Wisconsin Ctr. District Tax Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Wisconsin Ctr. District Tax Rev., 0.14% Series 2001 A, LOC U.S.
Bank NA, Minnesota VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 976595CR7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
US BANK NA
N/A
N/A
CINCINNATI OHIO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
US BANK NA CINCINNATI
N/A
OHIO

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $10,100,000.00
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Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $10,100,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.19%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $10,100,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $10,100,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Wisconsin Gen. Oblig.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Wisconsin Gen. Oblig., 0.14% Participating VRDN Series WF
11-14C, (Liquidity Facility Wells Fargo Bank NA)
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 94985NE72
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.07%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,000,000.00
Security
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Item 26. The name of the issuer: Wisconsin Health & Edl. Facilities Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Wisconsin Health & Edl. Facilities Auth. Rev., 0.12% (Froedtert &
Cmnty. Health, Inc. Proj.) Series 2009 B, LOC U.S. Bank NA, Minnesota VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 97710BGP1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
US BANK NA
N/A
N/A
CINCINNATI OHIO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
US BANK NA CINCINNATI
N/A
OHIO

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $25,150,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $25,150,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.46%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $25,150,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $25,150,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Wisconsin Health & Edl. Facilities Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Wisconsin Health & Edl. Facilities Auth. Rev., 0.12% (ProHealth
Care, Inc. Proj.) Series 2008 A, LOC U.S. Bank NA, Minnesota VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 97710BDH2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
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Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
US BANK NA
N/A
N/A
CINCINNATI OHIO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
US BANK NA CINCINNATI
OHIO

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor

Credit rating of the
Guarantor

N/A

N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,800,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,800,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.11%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,800,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,800,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Wisconsin Health & Edl. Facilities Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Wisconsin Health & Edl. Facilities Auth. Rev., 0.12% (Lutheran
College Proj.) LOC U.S. Bank NA, Minnesota VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 97710VKV9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
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Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
US BANK NA
N/A
N/A
CINCINNATI OHIO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
US BANK NA CINCINNATI
N/A
OHIO

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $16,100,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $16,100,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.30%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $16,100,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $16,100,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Wisconsin Health & Edl. Facilities Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Wisconsin Health & Edl. Facilities Auth. Rev., 0.16% (ProHealth
Care, Inc. Proj.) Series 2008 B, LOC JPMorgan Chase Bank VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 97710BDJ8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
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JPMORGAN CHASE
BANK NA

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
N/A
NA

Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $13,755,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $13,755,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.25%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $13,755,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $13,755,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Wisconsin Health & Edl. Facilities Auth. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Wisconsin Health & Edl. Facilities Auth. Rev., 0.16% (Nat'l.
Regency of New Berlin, Inc. Proj.) LOC JPMorgan Chase Bank VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 97710VXN3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JPMORGAN CHASE
N/A
N/A
BANK NA
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK
N/A
NA
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Credit rating of the
Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $11,880,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $11,880,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.22%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $11,880,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $11,880,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Wisconsin Hsg. and Econ. Dev. Auth. Home Ownership Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Wisconsin Hsg. and Econ. Dev. Auth. Home Ownership Rev.,
0.13% Series 2002 I, (Liquidity Facility Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates) (Liquidity F
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 97689PJ82
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FREDDIE MAC
N/A
N/A
FANNIE MAE

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,900,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,900,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.07%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,900,000.00
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Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,900,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Wisconsin Hsg. and Econ. Dev. Auth. Multifamily Hsg. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Wisconsin Hsg. and Econ. Dev. Auth. Multifamily Hsg. Rev.,
0.17% Series 2007 C, (Liquidity Facility Fannie Mae Mtg. pass-thru certificates) (Liquidity
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 97689RAF1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
FANNIE MAE
N/A
N/A
FREDDIE MAC

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,265,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,265,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.06%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,265,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,265,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Laramie County Indl. Dev. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Laramie County Indl. Dev. Rev., 0.18% (Cheyenne Lt., Fuel & Pwr.
Co. Proj.) Series 2009 B, LOC Wells Fargo Bank NA VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 516708BR4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
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Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
WELLS FARGO BK
N/A
N/A
NATL ASSN
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
WELLS FARGO BK NATL
ASSN

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Guarantor

Credit rating of the
Guarantor

N/A

N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,500,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,500,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.06%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,500,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,500,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Sublette County Poll. Cont. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Sublette County Poll. Cont. Rev., 0.09% (Exxon Corp. Proj.)
Series 1987 B, (Exxon Mobil Corp. Guaranteed) VRDN
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 864283AC0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
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Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
EXXON MOBIL
N/A
N/A
CORP
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or Guarantor
EXXON MOBIL CORP N/A

Credit rating of the Guarantor
N/A

Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,200,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,200,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.08%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,200,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,200,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Connecticut Dev. Auth. Poll. Cont. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Connecticut Dev. Auth. Poll. Cont. Rev., 0.50% Bonds (New
England Pwr. Co. Proj.) Series 1999, tender 11/01/2011, CP Mode
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 207728CB0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Other Municipal Debt
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: Second Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? No
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? Yes
Type of
Enhancement
Designated NRSRO(s) for the enhancement or
Credit rating of the
enhancement provider
the enhancement provider
enhancement provider
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OBLIGOR

NEW ENGLAND
POWER CO

N/A

N/A

Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,400,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,400,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.10%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,400,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,400,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Massachusetts State Dev. Fing. Agcy. Poll. Cont. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Massachusetts State Dev. Fing. Agcy. Poll. Cont. Rev., 0.90%
Bonds (Massachusetts Elec. Co. Proj.) Series 2004 M, tender 11/02/2011, CP Mode
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 57584LAB3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Other Municipal Debt
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: Second Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-02
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-02
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? No
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? Yes
Type of
Enhancement
Designated NRSRO(s) for the enhancement or
Credit rating of the
enhancement provider
the enhancement provider
enhancement provider
OBLIGOR

MASS
N/A
ELECTRIC CO

N/A

Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,800,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,800,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.11%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,800,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,800,000.00
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Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: New Hampshire Bus. Fin. Auth. Poll. Cont. Rev.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): New Hampshire Bus. Fin. Auth. Poll. Cont. Rev., 0.60% Bonds
(New England Pwr. Co. Proj.) Series 1990 A, tender 11/22/2011, CP Mode
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 64468DRW4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Other Municipal Debt
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: Second Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-22
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-22
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? No
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? Yes
Type of
Enhancement
Designated NRSRO(s) for the enhancement or
Credit rating of the
enhancement provider
the enhancement provider
enhancement provider
OBLIGOR

NEW ENGLAND
POWER CO

N/A

N/A

Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $10,700,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $10,700,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.20%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $10,700,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $10,700,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Houston Gen. Oblig.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Houston Gen. Oblig., 0.20% Series A, LOC Union Bank of
California, CP
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: [Not Provided]
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: 42Y99MAL2
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Other Municipal Debt
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
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Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-04
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-04
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? No
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? Yes
Guarantor
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Guarantee or
Credit rating of the
Guarantor
Guarantor
UNION BANK OF
N/A
N/A
CALIFORNIA
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,400,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,400,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.08%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,400,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,400,000.00
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